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PREFACE
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EASYRIDE and the Vera Institute. The author wishes to thank
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Claire Haaga Associate Director,
Vera Institute of Justice

Robert Berman Former Project Manager
EASYRIDE

Nestor Rios Project Manager
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Joel Markman Fiscal Assistant
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Les Lone Assistant Manager
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Robert Casey Evaluation Monitor,
Transportation Systems
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Elizabeth Page Former Evaluation Monitor,
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Lynn Sahaj Project Manager, UMTA

The author would also like to thank Audrey Schneider,
Cherine Tulloch, and Annie Sunnerberg, who typed the report;

Judy Ziegler and Yani Batteau, who prepared the graphics; and
Keith Forstall, who provided

in writing the report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The EASYRIDE demonstration involved a door-to-door

(door- through-door where necessary) specialized transportation

system which serves elderly and handicapped residents of the

Lower East and West Sides of Manhattan. This service, operated

under the auspices of the non-profit Vera Institute of Justice,

began in June 1977 with funding from the Urban Mass

Transportation Administration (UMTA) Service and Management

Demonstration (SMD) program, the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare (through a special Medicare waiver), and

several local grants and contracts. The original UMTA

demonstration grant ran through May 1979, but was subsequently

extended through June 1982.*

Throughout the demonstration, EASYRIDE was funded through

a variety of grants, service contracts, private contributions,

and passenger fares. As of the end of the demonstration, the

major sources of revenue were UMTA (Section 6 and Section 5),

the New York City Department for the Aging (DFTA) , and Medicaid

reimbursements. At that time, EASYRIDE was operating with a

fleet of 18 wheelchair lift-equipped vehicles, and was

providing approximately 6500 trips per month (the total demand

for service was nearly 8000, including passenger no-shows).

* Although funding was authorized through June, EASYRIDE had
expended the total amount of the grant by the end of March.
EASYRIDE continued to operate past that point, through
greater reliance on its other funding sources.
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This report presents an evaluation of "Phase II" of the

demonstration (i.e., the period between June 1979 and April

1982) . (The first two years of the demonstration are

documented in a separate evaluation report.*) The total

operating budget during the period covered in this report was

approximately $2.4 million, of which SMD funds provided 17%.

BACKGROUND

The EASYRIDE demonstration was originally developed bv the

Vera Institute of Justice, in part as a means of orovidinq a

supervised work environment for ex-addicts and ex-offenders;

these individuals served as the drivers and attendants in this

new specialized transportation system serving the elderlv and

handicapped. However, the proiect eventually evolved bevond

that focus; by the start of Phase II of the demonstration, the

focus had shifted to the operation of the service itself.**

During the first two years of the demonstration (i.e..

Phase I) , EASYRIDE provided service only to residents of the

Lower East Side of Manhattan. One of the major objectives of

Phase II was to demonstrate the impact on the overall operation

of expanding service into another service area - the Lower West

Side. In addition, EASYRIDE (and UMTA) sought to demonstrate

the impacts of several major technological improvements (i.e.,

the installation of two-way radios in the vehicles and the

computerization of scheduling, billing, and reporting

procedures) . The assessment of these imoacts thus constituted

* Applied Resource Integration, Ltd. Evaluation of the
EASYRIDE Specialized Transportation "Service , UMTA/TS C
Project Evaluation Series, Report # UMTA-MA-06-0049-80-4

,

November 1979.
** It should be noted that ARI found EASYRIDE 's use of

ex-addicts and ex-offenders to be "one of the most
successful aspects" of Phase I of the demonstration. Their
performance as drivers, in terms of "reliabilitv

,

promptness, accident rate, and sensitivity to the needs of

the passengers" was found to be "excellent." Furthermore,
EASYRIDE' s passengers perceived these drivers to be
"courteous and safe" - the fact that the drivers were
ex- of fenders "added an additional element of security" to
their passengers' trip.
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the major focus of the evaluation, although significant

attention was also placed on EASYRIDE's efforts to secure new

funding sources (i.e., so as to broaden the project's base of

support and enable it to continue following the end of the UMTA

demonstration period) . The key project accomplishments and

results are summarized below.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND RESULTS

Institutional Accomplishments

EASYRIDE began Phase II of the demonstration with funding

from UMTA (Section 6) , HEW (Medicare) , and several local grants

and contracts. Through extensive marketing efforts on the part

of EASYRIDE and the Vera Institute, the funding base was

considerably expanded over the latter three years of the

demonstration. The key accomplishments in this area were as

follows

:

In August 1979, EASYRIDE procured a service
contract with the New York State Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation (OVR) to transport local
clients to employment training sites. In winning
this contract, EASYRIDE had convinced OVR to
modify its practice of soliciting multiple bids on
each trip to be delivered in favor of awarding
service contracts (on a regional basis) to the
lowest bidder.

• In September 1979, EASYRIDE was approved as a
Medicaid vendor, enabling it to receive
reimbursement for Medicaid-eligible medical
trips. This was noteworthy in that EASYRIDE was
one of the first non-profit carriers to be so
authorized; prior to a recent court ruling, onlv
certified "invalid coaches" had been eligible for
Medicaid reimbursement.

• In early 1980, EASYRIDE solicited funds from
several city agencies, and was awarded grants from
the New York City Department of Transportation
(UMTA Section 5 funds), the City Planning
Department (Community Development Block Grant
funds), and the City Department of Employment
(through the CETA program). EASYRIDE encountered
problems in procuring the UMTA Section 5 funds,
however; the transit union of the Metropolitan
Transit Authority of New York held up allocation
of the funds on the basis of Section 13(c) of the
Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964. However,

XI



this issue was eventually resolved throuqh
EASYRIDE's assurances to the union that the
transit employees' status would not be jeopardized.

• EASYRIDE was able to secure (in early 1980) a

service contract with the City Department for the
Aging (DFTA) by working through agencies
(Interagency Councils of the Lower East and West
Sides) which receive funds from the DFTA. These
agencies committed their allotted funds to
EASYRIDE to provide service in their respective
are as

.

• Also in early 1980, UMTA agreed to provide
EASYRIDE with additional demonstration (Section 6)

funding to cover the provision of service in the
Lower West Side.

• In July 1980, EASYRIDE convinced the New York
State Department of Transportation (NYDOT) to
revise its procedures for ordering vehicles
through UMTA's 16(b)(2) program. By modifying
seme of the interior vehicle specifications and
locating a vehicle supplier on its own, EASYRIDE
was able to acquire 7 vehicles with the funds
NYDOT had allocated to buy 5.

• In August 1980, EASYRIDE secured a contract with
the Democratic National Convention (held in New
York City) to transport handicapped delegates to
and frem the Convention site.

• This diversity of support - from local, state, and
federal agencies, as well as frem private
organizations - enabled EASYRIDE to offer a
multiple-purpose service (i.e., with largely
unrestricted trip purposes), which did not have to
be limited to particular agencies or persons
eligible for particular funding programs. In
addition, these new funding sources enabled
EASYRIDE to offset the eventual loss of three of
its largest sources (CETA, Medicare, and UMTA
Section 6) and continue its operations.

Impacts of West Side Expansion

EASYRIDE considerably expanded its service catchment area

in the fall of 1980, when it began providing service in

Manhattan's Lower West Side. This service was developed at the

request of - and with the close cooperation of - the Lower West

Side Interagency Council for the Aging (lAC). In addition to

committing its share of DFTA funds to EASYRIDE, the lAC

assisted EASYRIDE in defining the need and potential demand for

xi i



specialized service within the area, and in identifyinq and

registering eligible area residents. The West vSide service,

which officially began in September, produced significant

impacts on EASYRIDE's overall operation; the major impacts were

as follows:

• The West Side expansion significantly boosted
EASYRIDE's registration and ridership. As of the
end of the demonstration. West Side registration
represented 29% of the system total. Trips
originating in the West Side reached a peak of
nearly 2,300 (32% of the system total) in October
1981. Beginning in January 1981 (i.e., after
service had been in operation long enough for
demand to stabilize somewhat). West Side ridership
averaged 1,652 per month (23% of the overall
monthly average for the same period)

.

• The expansion had a strong positive impact on
EASYRIDE's overall cost-effectiveness, as the
operating cost per trip dropped substantially
following the expansion; during the first year of
the evaluation period (July 1979 - June 1980), the
average cost per trip was $15.36, while the
average for the second year was $12.93; the
average cost per trip in the third year dropped to
$11.04.

• The expansion contributed to a significant
improvement in system productivity. The average
number of trips per driver hour rose subs tanti allv
following the expansion, and showed steady
improvement over the rest of the demonstration
period. The average productivity for the final
quarter of the demonstration was 5.33 trips per
hour; the estimated average figure for the first
year of the evaluation period (i.e., prior to the
West Side expansion) was under 3.8.

Impacts of Technological Improvements

As mentioned earlier, EASYRIDE made two major

technological improvements during the evaluation period: the

installation of two-way radios in the vehicles, and the

implementation of a computerized management information

system. The major impacts of these improvements on EASYRIDE's

operation were as follows;

• The implementation of the radios contributed to
higher productivities by reducing the amount of

deadheading and dead time (i.e., resulting from
no-shows) .
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• The conpute ri z ation of the operational and
record-keeping procedures also contributed to
higher productivities, primarily by improving the
efficiency of the reservation and scheduling
process. The conputer reduced the time required
to perform each task, improved the nature of
informational storage and retrieval, and
significantly reduced the potential for error.

• The ccmputeri zation also contributed to an
improvement in the system's overall
cost-effectiveness, by allowing EASYRIDE to
undertake a significant expansion of service while
adding only one office staff person.

Travel Behavior, Service, and Cost Characteristics

Additional key findings concerning EASYRIDE' s travel and

service characteristics can be summarized as follows:

• Seventy-eight percent of all trips were standing
orders, 22% were demand-responsive, and less than
1% group trips.

• Although service was allowed outside of the
catchment area (Lower Manhattan) , approximately
90% of all trips began within the catchment area,
and 90% ended within the catchment area.

• Fifty-four percent of all trips were for nutrition
purposes, and the monthly percentage of these
trips increased over the course of the project;
hospital and physician trips each represented 10%
of the total.

• EASYRIDE provided an average of 5704 trips per
month; the monthly ridership exhibited relatively
steady growth until the final two months of the
demonstration, during which time it dropped sub-
stantially.

• EASYRIDE was faced with a substantial number of
no-shows and cancellations throughout the project;
the monthly averages were 546 no-shows and 1036
cancellations; in several months, the number of
cancellations nearly equalled the number of West
Side trips.

• The fare change (February and March 1982)
apparently exerted a rather significant impact on
both ridership and no-shows: the number of trips
delivered declined sharply in March and April,
while no-shows increased greatly in these two
months (the March total was the highest of the
entire project )

.
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• EASYRIDE's total operating costs were $641,013,
$903,069, and $870,016, respectively for the three
years of the evaluation period. Approximately 24%
of the three-year total was attributable to direct
hourly (i.e., driver-related) costs, 9% to
mileage-related costs, and 67% to fixed costs.
The percentage of fixed costs is very high for a
specialized transportation system.

• EASYRIDE's average cost per driver hour (over the
last 14 months of the evaluation period) was
$54.27; the major factors contributing to this
very high figure were the 24-28% overhead costs
collected by the Vera Institute and the large
EASYRIDE administrative/support staff.

TRANSFERABLE RESULTS

One of the most important objectives of any demonstration

is to identify those findings which are transferable to other

locations. Certain aspects of any system are rather

site-specific and this applies to EASYRIDE perhaps more than

most systems; very few locations feature site characteristics

similar to those of Manhattan. On the other hand, other

aspects and lessons can be applied to many types of systems and

settings. The most important transferable findings from the

EASYRIDE Phase II evaluation can be summarized as follows:

1. A diversified funding base, with minimal trip

restrictions, allows for flexibility in scheduling trips and

promoting shared- riding . EASYRIDE was able to secure financial

support from a wide variety of funding sources. The bulk of

these grants and contracts were free of restrictions on trip

purpose and eligibility, which allowed mixing of riders (i.e.,

for different trip purposes) on vehicles. This enabled

development of a multiple-purpose service, and significantly

enhanced EASYRIDE's flexibility in arranging trips; this

* Accurate driver hour data were available only for the
latter half of the evaluation period.
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flexibility was important in that it allowed for greater

shared- r id i ng-- and hence higher product iv i t ies-- than in a

system with restrictive service contracts.

2 . A diversified funding base enhances the capability to

continue operations from year to year despite changes in

funding availability . In light of the fact that many grants

and contracts are of limited dur at ion--and often cannot be

renewed--it is important for a system to secure a mix of

funding sources with overlapping funding periods. Furthermore,

to ensure replacement of expiring grants or contracts an

aggressive marketing effort is necessary to develop new sources.

. An automated management information system can improve

the management and operation of a service funded by multiple

sources . Depending on the number of sources from which a

specialized service is receiving funding (and the complexity of

billing and accounting procedures), computerization of these

procedures may be very useful. Automating billing and

accounting operations improves and simplifies the overall

administration of the service by improving the speed,

efficiency, and accuracy of each procedure. A computerized

system also readily facilitates modifications in billing or

accounting procedures for particular contracts, as well as the

addition of new sources. Finally, a computerized system can

also be expanded to permit automation of other procedures,

including registration, reservations, and scheduling. (Of

course, computerization can be very expensive, and each

specialized service provider must carefully weigh the costs and

benefits associated with it.)

4

.

Working closely with community groups can expedite the

introduction or expansion of service into new service areas .

EASYRIDE demonstrated, through the West Side expansion, that

community groups can be extremely helpful in marketing and

implementing service in a new service area. In this case, the

West Side Inter-Agency Council identified the target market,

estimated potential demand, and assisted in registering

xvi



prospective users, and informed member agencies about the

nature of the service being implemented.

5 . Many users of specialized transportation services are

quite sensitive to fare increases when they pay their own

fares . When EASYRIDE substantially raised its fares, ridership

dropped significantly and no-shows increased tremendously.

Apparently, many persons chose not to make trips they would

otherwise have made.

In conclusion, EASYRIDE has provided a high quality -

though also high cost - specialized service that has been

valued highly by users, community groups, funding agencies, and

city officials. During the demonstration, EASYRIDE was

successful at developing a broad base of funding sources, which

enabled the service to continue in full operation past the end

of the demonstration period.
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1. INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This report presents an evaluation of the final three

years of an Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA)

Service and Management Demonstration (SMD) project known as

EASYRIDE. The demonstration involved a door-to-door

demand-responsive transportation system serving the elderly and

handicapped living in the Lower East and West Sides of

Manhattan. The UMTA demonstration began in June 1977 and the

original grant ran through May 1979. However, the grant was

subsequently extended—originally through 1980 and then through

June 1982. The first 2 years of the demonstration were

evaluated by Applied Resource Integration (ARI), Ltd. in

1979.* This report covers the demonstration from the

conclusion of the ARI evaluation (mid-1979) through the end of

the demonstration (April 1982)

.

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE DEMONSTRATION

EASYRIDE has been operated under the auspices of the Vera

Institute of Justice, a New York City-based private non-profit

organization. Vera has extensive experience in working with

social problems, particularly in the areas of criminal justice,

anti-social behavior, and the use of a supported work environ-

ment to allow ex-offenders and ex-addicts to work on public

service projects. The transportation demonstration concept

originated with Vera's suggestion that graduates of the Wildcat

Service Corporation, the company set up by Vera to provide the

* ARI, Ltd. Evaluation of the EASYRIDE Specialized Transporta-

tion Service , UMTA/TSC Project Evaluation Series, Report
#UMTA-MA-06-0049-80-4, November 1979.
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suppo r t ed

ants in a

emphas i zed

passengers

vehicle to

their own

medical or

work experience, be used as the drivers and attend-

new transportation service. The resulting service

a high quality door- through-door service, in which

were escorted, when necessary, from (or to) the

a point where they felt safe and secure, either into

homes or to the care of a supervisorv person at a

social service facility.

The demonstration has been quite broad in scope, due to

the fact that EASYRIDE has been supported with funds from a

variety of sources. The major funding sources over the latter

3 years of the demonstration were the following:

• UMTA (Service and Methods - Section 6, Transit
Assistance - Section 5, and Specialized Agency
Capital Assistance - Section 16(b)(2))

• U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(Title XVIII - Medicare, and Title XIX - Medicaid)

• Canpr ehensive Employment Training Act (CETA)

• New York State Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

• New York City Department for the Aging

• U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develooment
(Canmunity Development Block Grant Program)*

• Greater New York Fund

In addition to these sources, EASYRIDE has been supported

through a number of additional grants, service contracts, and

private contributions, as well as through the collection of

fares. The UMTA Section 6 grant, which totaled $400,565 during

the evaluation period,** was totally expended by April 1982.

Total revenue for EASYRIDE was $641,013 for the period July 1,

1979 through June 30, 1980, $903,069 for the period July 1,

1980 through June 30, 1981, and $870,016 for the period July 1,

1981 through June 30, 1982.

* allocated for specific purposes by the City

** In addition to the Section 6 grant, UMTA also provided
$332,857 in Section 5 and $100,805 in Section 16(b)(2) funds
during the evaluation period.
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EASYRIDE provided service predominantly within the Lower

East Side until September 1980, when service was expanded into

the Lower West Side as well. At its peak (June 1981), EASYRIDE

provided over 7300 passenger trips per month, although the

total fluctuated considerably over the course of the evaluation

period; the total ridership for April 1982 (the final month of

the SMD demonstration) was approximately 5400, although the

number of trip requests (including no-shows) for that month was

nearly 6400.

In addition to the West Side expansion, the major project

changes during the evaluation period were two technological

improvements: the installation of two-way radios in the vehi-

cles, and the implementation of a computerized management

information system. The evaluation effort has assessed the

impacts of the project changes and other aspects of the pro-

ject's development since the time of the initial evaluation.

The remainder of this chapter describes the organizational

roles and the evaluation issues.

1.3 ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES

The Vera Institute of Justice, a private non-profit organ-

ization, was the grantee for this demonstration. The UMTA

demonstration funds, along with other grants and contracts,

were used to support the EASYRIDE project.

UMTA has overall responsibility for the SMD Program

itself, while the Transportation Systems Center (TSC) of the

U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) has overall

responsibility for the evaluation of all SMD projects. Actual

evaluation activities have been performed under contract to

TSC. In this case, there were two evaluation contractors.

ARI, Ltd. was the original evaluator and prepared the initital

evaluation report (issued in November 1979). When the

demonstration grant was extended beyond the original two-year

period. Multisystems was assigned responsibility for monitoring

the remainder of the project and preparing a report covering

this period.* Multisystems interacted directly with EASYRIDE

and Vera staff in undertaking the evaluation effort.
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i .4 EVALUATION ISSUES

In light of the fact that a comprehensive evaluation of

the EASYRIDE demonstration has already been undertaken, the

follow-up evaluation effort has not duplicated detailed analy-

ses of the user impact and level of service issues associated

with the project. Instead, this effort has focused on

documenting service delivery and economic impacts of the

various changes and project developments which have occurred

since the time of the initial evaluation. The major issues

addressed in this report can be summarized as follows:

• Nature of Overall Service Changes - EASYRIDE oper-
ations reports and financial records were used to
assess the nature of changes in such measures as
ridership, trip types, trip purposes, productiv-
ity, unit operating costs, and amount of service
provided during the evaluation period.

Included is an examination of the impact of a

change in the fares charged for trips (instituted
in March 1982). In addition, the changes in fund-
ing/revenue sources during this period are docu-
mented, especially within the context of
EASYRIDE' s efforts to secure ongoing (i.e.,
non-demonstration) funding which would enable it
to continue following the end of the demonstration
f u nd i ng .

• Impact of Lower West Side Expansion - In addition
to examining the overall system changes, the
evaluation effort has involved documenting the
expansion effort (i.e., the planning and
implementation procedures) and assessing the
impact of the expansion on the overall operation:
how has the expansion affected EASYRIDE'

s

productivity and operating cost ratios?

• Impacts of Technological Improvements - The
evaluation effort has also examined the nature and
impact of EASYRIDE' s major technological
improvements— the installation of two-way radios
in the vehicles and the computerization of
scheduling, billing, and reporting procedures.
The timing of implementation and procedures/funds
used in procuring/developing the improvements are
documented, and their impact on EASYRIDE'

s

* ARI's evaluation contract expired following their initial
evaluation of EASYRIDE; this precluded their assuming
responsibility for the follow-up evaluation.
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overall operation is assessed (i.e., how these
improvements have affected productivity and operating
costs)

.

In assessing the above issues. Multisystems has relied

predominantly on EASYRIDE's operations and financial reports,

as well as additional supporting documents, such as grant

applications. These sources have been supplemented through

discussions/correspondence with EASYRIDE and Vera staff, as

well as interviews with several other persons who have dealt

with EASYRIDE in some way (e.g., city officials and consumer

group representatives). No other specific data collection

activities were undertaken as part of this evaluation effort;

extensive data collection was included in the initial evalua-

tion, and it was decided (by UMTA and TSC) not to repeat these

activ it ies.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows:

Ch ap te r 2 describes the demonstration setting; Ch ap te r 3 de-

scribes the nature of EASYRIDE's operations and discusses the

project's development/evolution during the evaluation period;

Chapter 4 examines travel behavior characteristics; Chapter 5

assesses economic and productivity issues; and Ch ap te r 6 pre-

sents conclusions and transferability of the project's results.
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2 . DEMONSTRATION SETTING

This chapter briefly describes the site characteristics

and the existing transportation services found within the dem-

onstration area— the Lower East and West Sides of Manhattan.*

2.1 GEOGRAPHIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

During the evaluation period, EASYRIDE service was avail-

able to any Lower Manhattan resident confined to a wheelchair,

reliant on some other type of mobility aid, or visually

impaired; requests from persons who did not fall into this

category were judged on a case-by-case basis.** The service

area (i.e., for trip ori gins--unti 1 March 1982, users could

travel outside of Lower Manhattan) was bounded by the Hudson

River on the west, the East River in the east and south, and

34th Street to the north (see Figure 2-1).

As of 1980, the total population of the EASYRIDE service

area was approximately 304,000 (this represents a drop of 6.5%

from 1970) ; roughly 60% of this population resides in the Lower

* The characteristics of the Lower East Side are described in
considerable detail in the ARI evaluation report. The
information contained in this chapter is derived from the
ARI report, the application of the City of New York for UMTA
Section 5 funds (for EASYRIDE), and Vera Institute's
application for SMD funds for the Lower West Side.

** It should be noted that, prior to May 1978, any target area
resident over the age of 60 or over 18 with a handicap was
eligible for service. Eligibility was subsequently
restricted to the handicapped in an effort to more
efficiently meet EASYRIDE 's goal of serving those persons
least able to travel by other means.
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FIGURE 2-1 EASYRIDE SERVICE CATCHMENT AREA



East Side. The population density for the overall service area

is on the order of 80,000 persons oer square mile; the Lower

East Side has a density of approximately 94,000 and the Lower

West Side 65,000. There is a large number of ethnic groups

within the area, and many of the area's residents do not use

English as their primary language. Among the prominent ethnic

backgrounds are Jewish, Italian, Slavic, Hispanic, African, and

Oriental. The service area is also marked by a very low median

income ($6,611 in 1970, as compared to $10,870 for the entire

New York SMSA) .

2.2 EXISTING TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

2.2.1 Public Transit

The Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) operates several

subway lines and extensive bus service within Lower Manhattan.

Sane buses are equipped with wheelchair lifts.* However, a

survey conducted in May 1982 (by the City Comptroller's office)

revealed significant problems with the lifts and complaints

over the level of service: the lifts were found to malfunction

frequently, and most persons attempting to use the lift service

reported very long waits for lift-equipped vehicles; in addi-

tion, there were a number of cases in which mechanisms designed

to secure wheelchairs on the bus did not function properly.**

If the lift-equipped service were to improve substantially,

there could be seme impact on the demand for EASYRIDE; however,

considering that EASYRIDE offers door-to-door service, the im-

pact should not be great. At the time of this report, the MTA

fare was $0.75, with half fare for the elderly and handicapped

during all off-peak hours; the one-way fare for EASYRIDE (as of

March 1982) was $1 for all demand-responsive trips, $0.25 for

nutrition trips, and $2.50 for all non-nutrition standing order

t r i ps

.

* Approximately 24% of the MTA's fleet is 1 if t- equipped; spec-
ific figures for those vehicles operating in Lower Manhattan
were not available.

** The results of the survey were reported in the New York
Times (7/26/82).
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The subways also present significant barriers for use by

the handicapped. As of this report, the entire system (459

stations) was equipped with only 23 passenger elevators (at 8

of the deepest stations) and 102 escalators (at 39 additional

stations). Furthermore, while the elevators could accommodate

wheelchairs, getting to the elevators required negotiating at

least some steps at each of the 8 stations; more important for

EASYRIDE users, though, is the fact that none of these "acces-

sible" stations are located within the EASYRIDE catchment area.

2.2.2 Taxi Services

There are approximately 11,000 metered, medallioned taxi

cabs in New York City, as well as approximately 15,000 private

livery vehicles (licensed by the State rather than the City)

and upwards of 30,000 illegally-operating "gypsy" cabs. All of

the medallion cabs are available for street hailing, while

about 2% of them belong to "radio" fleets and are thus avail-

able by telephone request. Livery vehicles are available only

via telephone request or through requests made on the premises

of the operator. Gypsy cabs are either taxis operating v;ithout

official licenses or livery vehicles accepting street hails.

Taxi service is available in the EASYRIDE service area

primarily through telephone requests. The Lower East Side in

particular is not well-served by cruising cabs. The service

area is marked by a rather high crime rate, and many taxi

drivers are apparently reluctant to drive on certain streets

for fear of being assaulted.

The fares for medallion taxi service are $1 for the first

1/9 mile and $0.10 for each additional 1/9 mile. Thus, a

2-mile trip, which is roughly the average taxi trip length in

Manhattan, would cost $2.70 (excluding tip). Livery service

fares are flat rate in nature, although these rates vary widely.

2.2.3 Ambulette Service

Ambulettes, also known as invalid coaches, are operated by

private canpanies and provide door- through-door service for
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those persons unable to use taxis, buses, or the subway. At

least 100 companies provide ambulette service within New York

City, although the actual number cannot be determined since

many of the operators are unlicensed. The bulk of the ambu-

lette trips are reimbursed through the Medicaid program; as of

this report, Medicaid was paying operators $18.75 per trip.

EASYRIDE, as a Medicaid vendor, is essentially in direct com-

petition with the ambulette operators. However, at the time of

this assessment, no figures were available on the number of

trips EASYRIDE had diverted (if any) from ambulette operators.

2 . 3 EXOGENOUS FACTORS

A variety of exogenous factors can exert an influence on

the results of a demonstration; these include both expected and

unforeseen events. The anticipated factors affecting EASYRIDE

during the evaluation period included seasonal weather patterns

and the annual occurrence of the Jewish High Holidays (in

September or October). The unexpected factors occurring during

the evaluation period included the New York City transit strike

in April 1980, various vehicle mechanical problems (with EASY-

RIDE' s vehicles and lifts), and unforeseen changes in funding

programs (e.g., the loss of CETA funding in June 1981). The

impacts of the various exogenous factors are discussed in the

following chapters.
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3. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS

This chapter describes EASYRIDE's operational characteris-

tics and reviews the development of the project since the time

of the initial project evaluation.

3.1 OVERVIEW

As of the end of the demonstration (April 1982 )

,

EASYRIDE

was operating with a fleet of 18 lift-equipped vehicles* and

was providing three types of trips: demand-responsive,

standing order, and group. At that time, 1659 persons were

registered for the service, with registration generally limited

to those persons requiring the use of a mobility aid (i.e.,

wheelchair, walker, crutch, or cane); persons not falling into

that category but in need of specialized service could register

if given approval by EASYRIDE's project manager. Twenty-two

percent of the registrants were confined to wheelchairs. This

section describes EASYRIDE's operating characteristics during

the evaluation period.

3.2 INSTITUTIONAL SETTING AND FUNDING SOURCES

EASYRIDE was essentially a self-contained project opera-

ting under the auspices of the Vera Institute of Justice.**

EASYRIDE had its own staff, vehicles, and facilities (see Sec-

* There were 11 vehicles at the start of the evaluation period
(July 1979)

.

** As of this writing (July 1983) , EASYRIDE continued to
provide service at essentially the same ridership level
(approximately 6000 rides per month) as during the final
months of the demonstration. The past tense as used here
refers to the demonstration peri'od.
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tions 3.5 and 3.6), and generated its own operations reports,

while Vera maintained overall responsibility for service moni-

toring, legal support and personnel (i.e., payroll), and gener-

ated project financial reports. In addition, EASYRIDE was mon-

itored and assisted by a Consumer Advisory Board. This group,

made up of representatives of neighborhood agencies, local of-

ficials, and service users, served in a policy advisory capaci-

ty. Its purpose was twofold: to act as a "watchdog" in insur-

ing the quality and responsiveness of the service to community

needs; and to act as an advocate for EASYRIDE through engaging

in community outreach and fund-raising efforts.

During the evaluation period, EASYRIDE was operated

through a variety of grants, service contracts, and contribu-

tions, as well as revenue from passenger fares. By combining

these funding sources, EASYRIDE was able to offer a multiple

purpose service (i.e., with only minimal trip purpose restric-

tions) which did not have to be limited to particular agencies

or persons eligible for particular funding programs.

During the evaluation period the major funding sources

were as follows:

• UMTA Section 6 (SMD )
- This grant was originally

awarded in June 1977 for a two-year period. It
was subsequently extended for an additional two
years beginning in June 1979 , and then for an ad-
ditional year in June 1981. The total amount of
the extension (1979-1982) was approximately
$400,600. The second extension was designated for
use in the West Side expansion.

• UMTA Section 5 (Transit Assistance) - The New York
City Department of Transportation allotted a por-
tion of its Section 5 funds for 1980-1982 to Vera
for use in funding EASYRIDE. The total for July
1980 through June 1982 was approximately $333,000.

• Medicare (Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)
- Between July 1977 and January 1981, EASYRIDE was
reimbursed (through the Medicare Program) for
trips to Medicare beneficiaries.* The total
amount received was approximately $556,700.

* This required that EASYRIDE obtain a waiver to allow Medicare
beneficiaries to receive transportation benefits as part of
the services provided under the Medicare program. This
waiver, the first of its kind, is discussed in detail in the
ARI final report.
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• Medicaid (Title XIX of the Social Security Act) -
In November 1979 EASYRIDE was approved as a
Medicaid vendor, enabling it to be reimbursed for
medical trips eligible under Medicaid. Between
then and July 1982, EASYRIDE received a total of
approximately $168,000.

• New York State Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
(OVR) - During the evaluation period, EASYRIDE had
a contract with the OVR to transport clients to
employment training sites. During this period the
total amount received under the contract was
approximately $44,400.

• New York City Department for the Aging (DFTA) -

Beginning in November 1980, the DFTA provided
funds (through the East and West Side Interagency
Councils for the Aging) to EASYRIDE to cover a
variety of trip purposes. The total amount
received by EASYRIDE during this period was
approximately $316,800.

• Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA)
CETA funds were used to help cover EASYRIDE staff
positions until June 1981, when CETA funding was
frozen. During the evaluation period EASYRIDE
received a total of $120,200.

• Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program -

EASYRIDE was allotted CDBG funds from the City in
September 1980. The total amount received during
the evaluation period was approximately $185,100.

In addition to these sources, EASYRIDE received revenue

through a number of smaller contracts, grants, and private con-

tributions, as well as through the collection of fares. The

breakdown of EASYRIDE' s funding during the evaluation period is

discussed further in Section 5.3.

3.3 SERVICE PROVIDED

During the evaluation period EASYRIDE provided three types

of specialized transportation service to its users; these serv-

ices were as follows:

• Standing Orders - Service provided to individual
users who make trips on a specified recurring basis
(daily or weekly)

.

• Demand-Responsive Service - Service provided to

individual users who make trip reservations at least
48 hours in advance of the desired travel time.
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• Group Service - Charter service provided to a group
of users traveling to a single destination. Group
service is sponsored by local human service agencies.

Of the trips provided during the evaluation period,* roughly

78.2% were standing orders, 21.5% were demand-responsive, and

the remaining 0.3% were group trips. The distribution of trip

types is summarized in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 and depicted graphi-

cally in Figure 3-1. As shown in Figure 3-1 and indicated in

the tables, the relative distribution of trip types changed

during the evaluation period (i.e., the number of demand-

responsive trips declined, while standing orders rose; the

number of group trips remained fairly steady). This change

essentially reflects growth in nutrition trips (see Chapter 4

for a discussion of trip purposes), which are generally stand-

ing orders.

The standing orders represented regular trips taken to

work, hospitals and, primarily, nutrition sites. The fare for

standing order trips (other than nutrition trips) was $1.50 per

one-way trip before February 1982, and $2.50 per one-way trip

after that time; the fare for nutrition trips was $0.25 per

trip throughout the case study period, although, beginning in

March 1982, everyone traveling to a nutrition site was charged

the full round trip fare ($0.50) at the time of the trip to the

site

.

Demand-responsive trips were made for a variety of pur-

poses (medical, recreational, therapy, and others) . The fare

for dem>and-respons ive trips was $0.35 until February 1982, at

which point it was raised to $1.

Group trips were organized by various human service

agencies, settlement houses, churches/synagogues, and other

organizations. The sponsoring organizations were originally

billed at a rate of $15 per vehicle for trips within Manhattan,

$25 per vehicle for trips to the Bronx, Brooklyn, or Queens,

•k This breakdown actually r

August 1980; prior to the
ter in September 1980,
reported and thus are not

eflects only those trips made after
implementation of EASYRIDE's compu-
trip types were not accurately

included here.
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TABLE 3-1 TRIP TYPES

Number of Trips by Type*
Mon th/Year Demand-Respons ive Standing Order Group

September 1980** 1,808 3,431 0

October 2,132 4,017 5

November 1,697 3,336 14
December 1,861 4,285 55

Subtotal 7,498 15,069 74

January 1981 2,034 4,7 50 24
February 1,677 4,788 20
March 1,394 5,494 55
April 1,399 5,154 20
May 1,256 5,179 39
June 1,784 5,410 21
July 1,384 5,388 18
August 1,449 5,282 18
September 1,310 4,998 33
October 1,143 5,536 4

November 1,040 5,455 8

December 989 6,373 22

Subtotal 16 ,859 63,807 282

January 1982 740 5,862 14

February 838 5,962 24

March 1,124 6,565 17

April 1,006 5,054 20

Subtotal 3,708 23,443 75

TOTAL 28,065 102 ,319 431

(21.5%) (78 .2%) (0.3%)

* includes no-shows

** Trip types were not accurately reported prior to the imple-
mentation of EASYRIDE's computer facilities, and therefore
are not included here.
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TABLE 3-2. AVERAGE MONTHLY RIDERSHIP BY TRIP TYPE

Number of Trips by Type (Relative %)*
Year Demand-Responsive Standing Order Group

1980** 1875 (33%) 3767 (65%) 123 (2%)

1981 1405 (21%) 5317 (79%) 24 (0%)

1982*** 921 (14%) 5861 (86%) 19 (0%)

* includes no-shows (the breakdown of
available only with no-shows)

trips by type was

** Beginning in September; trips types
reported prior to the implementation
ter facilities.

were not accurately
of EASYRIDE 's compu-

*** through April 1982

§35 per vehicle for trips to Staten Island, and $50 per vehicle

for trips outside of New York City (limited to destinations

that are within 40 miles of the City). However, as of March

1982, the per vehicle group trip rates were increased to $25

for trips within lower Manhattan (i.e., below 96th Street), $45

for trips to the Bronx, Brooklyn, or Queens, $50 for trips to

Staten Island, and $100 for trips outside of New York City.

In addition to the regular services described above,

EASYRIDE provided specialized service under a special contract

with the Democratic National Convention held in New York City

in August 1980. EASYRIDE carried 30 disabled delegates to and

from the Convention site. EASYRIDE provided this service for a

total of $3850 ($150 under the authorized budget).
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Until mid-February 1982, EASYRIDE transported users virtu-

ally anywhere within Manhattan.* At that time, however, EASY-

RIDE decided to discontinue providing service above 40th Street

(in Manhattan) to all non-wheelchair users.** All persons not

confined to wheelchairs desiring to travel "uptown" would be

dropped off at an MTA bus stop near 40th Street. The reasoning

behind this change was simply to reduce the number of long dis-

tance trips, and thereby improve the efficiency of the overall

service (service productivity and economic issues are addressed

in Chapter 5). This change in itself did not greatly affect

overall system travel patterns, however, since nearly 90% of

both origins and destinations were in the Lower East and West

S ides.

During the evaluation period, EASYRIDE provided service

Monday through Friday between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 6

p.m.; the exact time of the first pickup and the last dropoff

depended on the timing of particular trips each day.

3.4 OPERATIONAL AND RECORD-KEEPING STRUCTURE AND PROCEDURES***

During the first 3 years of the EASYRIDE demonstration,

all operational and record-keeping procedures (i.e., user

registration, reservations, scheduling and billing) were

handled on a manual basis. However, due to the complexity of

these procedures, caused by the multitude of funding sources

and the expansion of service into the West Side, EASYRIDE

decided to computerize all internal operational processes.

Hence, EASYRIDE and Vera staff, working with a consultant,

developed a comprehensive software package to assist in

registration, reservations, billing, scheduling, and reporting

procedures. All hardware was in place by July 1980, and by

* As explained above, group charter trips could be arranged
for destinations outside of Manhattan.

** This decision was subsequently modified (following the end
of the demonstration), however, to shift this boundary to
125 th street.

*** The information in Section 3.4 is based primarily on a
report prepared by EASYRIDE/Vera Institute entitled "EASY-
RIDE - Management Information System" (March 1981)

.
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August each call-taker had his/her own terminal; the

computerized system was fully operational by October 1980. The

specific operational and record-keeping procedures are

described below.*

3.4.1 Reg istra t ion .

EASYRIDE's registration procedure is designed to determine

eligibility for service as well as to establish a background

file for each person deemed eligible. Registration is typi-

cally done by telephone: a reservation clerk determines

whether or not each applicant is eligible, based on the nature

of his/her disability and the area of residence. The clerk

then prepares a file on each person judged eligible; this file

includes an identification number, the nature of the person's

disability, socioeconomic information, and Medicaid/Medicare

status.

Until the registration procedure was automated, all

registrations were recorded on index cards; when a registrant

called in to request service, his/her card would be retrieved

from the file box. New registrations were collected, coded and

filed once a week. Computerization enabled immediate entry and

retrieval of files and reduced the incidence of misplaced

files; it also allowed for easy updating of registration data.

Finally, the computer automatically updates aggregate registra-

tion information.

3.4.2 Reservations and Scheduling

Prior to automation, reservations and scheduling were done

on a completely manual basis: a caller's registration card was

retrieved from the file box; then the appropriate information

(background information from the file and information particu-

lar to each trip from the caller) was recorded on a trip

request form; finally, each trip request was recorded on a

master calender (following consultation of the master calender

* Since EASYRIDE was still in operation at the time this report
was prepared, the procedures are described in the present
tense

.
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for availability of a vehicle at the requested trip time). One

day before the scheduled trip date, the scheduler would take

all trip request slips for that day from the files and put

together a trip schedule for each driver. The trip schedules

were then distributed to the drivers, with copies kept in the

EASYRIDE office to facilitate confirmation of the trip reserva-

tions (i.e., in most cases, the scheduled user was called the

night before the trip).

Computerization considerably increased the speed and

accuracy of the reservation and scheduling processes. It eli-

minated the need for registration cards and with it the oppor-

tunity for recording and reporting inaccurate information due

to illegible handwriting, misfiling, or duplication. Instead

of using cards, information from callers is entered into the

computer terminal; certain trip-specific information must be

solicited each time a person calls, while other pieces of

information will hold true for all—or most—of each user's

trips. For instance, unless the reservation clerk indicates

otherwise, the computer makes the following "assumptions" con-

cerning each caller's trip request: that the passenger's

origin will be the home address listed in the registration

file; that the passenger's return trip will begin at the desti-

nation point and end at the home address; and that a particular

type of vehicle is necessary. If not overridden, this informa-

tion is automatically printed onto a trip slip.

When a caller's registration file is accessed, the compu-

ter indicates, first of all, whether or not the registrant is

eligible for service at all, i.e, if a "block" has been placed

on his/her file as a result of abuse of the service; EASYRIDE'

s

program manager has the discretion of revoking a user's eligi-

bility following repeated no-shows, jeopardizing the safety of

other users, or other abuses. Once the caller is cleared for

use of the service, the computer determines whether or not he/

she is eligible for the trip purpose requested (e.g., a person

eligible for Medicaid but living outside the EASYRIDE catchment

area will not be allowed to make an employment trip). The com-

puter then determines whether space is available on the
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required type of vehicle at the requested time (i.e., bv

accessing a "master calendar" of trips already scheduled for

that time period). If space is available, the trip request is

automatically entered onto the master calendar file.

The above procedure applies to demand- respons ive (i.e.,

non-repeated) trips. For standing order trips, the trip infor-

mation need be entered only once. The computer then automati-

cally produces reservations for the appropriate days and times,

unless a particular standing order is changed for a particular

day or time.

As with manual reservations, a trip request is produced

for each passenger pick-up. Each individual request is printed

out (on gummed paper) the day before the trip. The scheduler

arranges the trips in the most logical order and geographical

distribution, and makes up a schedule for each driver by

affixing the trip request forms to a driver log. The canputer

assists in the scheduling process by sorting each day's trips

by the following criteria: appointment time, pick-up zone,

drop-off zone, and type of vehicle required; the product of

this sorting is a sequential trip list, which the scheduler

onploys in making up the driver trip logs.

The scheduling of return trips is more complicated than

the scheduling of original trips. The return trip is arranged

at the same time that the original trip is scheduled wherever

possible. When this is not possible (i.e., when the return

pick-up time is unknown at the time of the trip request) , the

return is classified as a "will call"; the passenger notifies

EASYRIDE when he/she is ready to be picked up, and the first

available vehicle is sent to pick him/her up. However, the

return times can often be estimated, allowing their incorpora-

tion in the reservation process.

3.4.3 B illinq

One of EASYRIDE' s objectives was integration of multiple

funding sources. However, this integration produced a billing

and accounting system that was, by nature, quite complex; this
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complexity, in fact, inhibited EASYRIDE's capability to expand

its number of grants and contracts. In this respect, automa-

tion was crucial to EASYRIDE's continued success, permitting

the accommodation of a wide variety of billing requirements and

proc edures.

The computerized billing system is automatically activated

when a trip reservation is entered into a terminal. The compu-

ter then identifies the proper payment source and determines

the charge for the trip (from a pre-established rate schedule);

as of the end of the case study period, EASYRIDE billed trips

on an average cost per trip basis (the rates were adjusted on a

quarterly basis)

.

The driver trip log serves as the basis for billing. At

the end of each day the driver turns in his/her trip log, with

the pick-up and drop-off times noted for each passenger; pas-

senger no-shows are billed as one-way trips, although after two

consecutive no-shows a standing order for that registrant is

cancelled. The completed trip log information is entered into

the computer, which can then produce invoice information* and

various types of trip reports (i.e., to satisfy the accounting

requirements of the different funding sources). Each day

EASYRIDE issues a report summarizing registration changes. Two

reports are produced on a weekly basis: (1) agencies which have

funded trips, and (2) a summary of trips. Finally a number of

reports are issued on a monthly basis: (1) operations and

registration statistics; (2) registrants (alphabetically);

(3) a roster of unsubsidized trips; (4) a roster of registrants

by billing source; (5) a roster of subsidized trips; and (6) a

list of registrants who have cancelled trips, with the

frequency for each.

In summary, automation of the operational and record-

keeping procedures produced significant changes in EASYRIDE's

operational capabilities, primarily through improving the

efficiency and accuracy of each individual procedure. The time

* The actual invoices are produced manually.
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required to perform each task has been reduced, the nature of

information storage and retrieval has been improved, and the

potential for error has been reduced. The impacts of automa-

tion on operating costs and system productivity are addressed

in Chapter 5.

3.5 STAFFING

As of the end of the demonstration, the operations staff

of EASYRIDE included a project manager, operations manager,

scheduling assistant, office manager, administrative assistant,

two reservation clerks, ten drivers (including a

driver/supervisor), and a mechanic. In addition, Vera's

associate director participated in the administration of EASY-

RIDE.

During the evaluation period, the staff size varied some-

what due to changes in contracts (e.g., CETA) and service areas

(i.e.. West Side expansion). The staff changes over time are

summarized in Table 3-3. In addition to full-time staff, EASY-

RIDE had in its employ various summer interns and other tempo-

rary help.

A major change in staff size occurred in November-December

1980, when six drivers and an additional reservations clerk

were hired (with CETA funds) to handle the West Side

expansion.* The expanded staff size was rather short-lived,

however, as the CETA funding of seven employees was eliminated

the following June. Two of these slots were covered through

other sources; hence EASYRIDE experienced a net loss of five

drivers at that time. The only other significant staff change

during the evaluation period was the reduction in February 1982

to two reservation clerks.**

* The implementation of the full computerized system enabled
EASYRIDE to significantly expand its service while adding
only one non-driving staff member.

** Following the close of the demonstration period, EASYRIDE
faced the prospect of having to further reduce its staff due
to budget limitations.
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TABLE 3-3. EASYRIDE STAFF AND FLEET CHANGES

Date Vehicl es
S taf f

D ri vers Clerks Others (full time)

*

June 1979 11 10 2 6

January 1980 11 10 2 6

June 1980 18 10 2 6

January 1981 18 16 3 6

June 19 81 18 11 3 6

January 1982 17 9-11 2 6

June 19 82 18 10 2 6

* Includes project manager, operations manager, scheduler,
administrative assistant, assistant office manager, and
mechanic

.

3.6 VEHICLES AND FACILITIES

During the evaluation period, EASYRIDE 's fleet varied in

size from 11 to 18 vehicles (see Table 3-3), As of the end of

the demonstration, there were 18 vans in operation. All of

these vehicles were purchased with 16(b)(2) grants, with the

20% local matching funds coming from various sources; the pro-

ject's original 10 vehicles** were received in early 1977,

while the other major vehicle order (7) was received in July

1980, The latter vehicles were made by the Thomas Company

(based in South Carolina) according to EASYRIDE 's modifications

of New York State Deoartment of Transportation (NYDOT) 16(b)(2)

specifications. Six of these vehicles are lift-equipped and

can each accommodate six ambulatory passengers and three

wheelchair users,

** The original fleet, all made by Grumman, included five
lift-equipped vehicles with capacity for three wheelchair
users and six ambulatory passengers, and five 15-passenger
modified step vans.
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In ordering the latter seven vehicles, EASYRIDE convinced

NYDOT to revise its procedures for ordering 16(b)(2) vehicles.

Previously, NYDOT had dictated the type of vehicles to be

ordered; using its standard specifications and purchase

guidelines, NYDOT was planning to order five vehicles for

EASYRIDE. However, by modifying some of the specifications and

locating a supplier on its own, EASYRIDE was able to procure

seven vehicles with the funds NYDOT had allocated to buy five.

Unfortunately, EASYRIDE subsequently encountered a number

of problems with the vehicles. Several of the vehicles were

plagued by significant mechanical difficulties—with both basic

operation and the operation of wheelchair lifts.* These

problems were exacerbated by difficulties with the vehicle

warranties (i.e., finding authorized warranty repair shops).

EASYRIDE 's solution to this problem was to have itself

authorized by the manufacturer to do its own warranty repairs.

In this connection, EASYRIDE hired a full-time mechanic (it had

previously used various part-time mechanics) in August 1980 to

maintain its vehicles; in addition to repairing the new

vehicles, this mechanic totally "rejuvenated" the older

vehicles and initiated a comprehensive preventive maintenance

program. As of the end of the demonstration, the vehicles were

housed in two garages. One of these, located at 62 East 1st

Street, is owned by EASYRIDE, while the other, located at 235

Cherry Street, is rented from the City. Both of these garages

are located within 10 blocks of the EASYRIDE office.

As of May 1980, EASYRIDE' s vehicles were equipped with

two-way mobile radios connected to a base station in EASYRIDE'

s

office. These radios, purchased through private contributions,

significantly upgraded EASYRIDE' s dispatching and scheduling

flexibility by allowing for the transmission of up-to-date

pick-up information and notification of last-minute cancella-

tions. This would seem to have reduced deadheading time to

* However, the modifications which had been requested by
EASYRIDE related to the placement of seats and other interior
features, and not to mechanical features. EASYRIDE
encountered no problems with those features for which the
specifications had been changed.
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some extent, although the actual impact of the radios on dead-

heading time was not measured as part of this evaluation.

In terms of office facilities, EASYRIDE's central opera-

tions are conducted at an office at 551 Grand Street. This

office, located in the Lower East Side, was first occupied by

EASYRIDE in September 1978 and was still in use as of the end

of the demonstration.

3.7 PRCXJECT MARKETING AND EXPANSION

During the evaluation period, EASYRIDE's marketing efforts

were concentrated on attempts to expand its funding base so as

to allow for: (1) expansion of its service area; and (2) estab-

lishment of a permanent service (i.e., to allow for the contin-

uation of the service following the end of the UMTA demonstra-

tion period). These efforts involved working with community

organizations (i.e., in the Lower West Side), working with var-

ious city organizations in an attempt to develop--and secure a

role in— a citywide paratransit system, and attempting to

secure additional purchase of service contracts and grants.

These efforts are discussed below in terms of how they related

to; (1) the West Side expansion; and (2) attempts to establish

a permanent system.

3.7.1 West Side Expansion

EASYRIDE considerably expanded its service catchment area

in the Fall of 1980, when it began providing service in the

Lower West Side. This service, which had originally been pro-

posed 2 years earlier, was jointly developed by EASYRIDE and

the Lower West Side Interagency Council for the Aging (lAC)

.

The lAC (a coalition of representatives of different service

programs for the elderly) had first approached EASYRIDE in June

1978 about the possibility of providing specialized service for

the elderly and disabled residing in the Lower West Side; the

lAC ' s proposal had been ratified by three Lower West Side Com-

munity Planning Boards.
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EASYRIDE was interested in the proposed expansion, and

thus undertook an assessment of its feasibility. Working with

the lAC, EASYRIDE defined the population service need and esti-

mated demand within the target area,* established the service

catchment area, and determined vehicle and personnel require-

ments.

Following this assessment, EASYRIDE and the lAC applied in

mid-1979 for 16(b) (2) funds to purchase seven vehicles; these

funds were awarded in October 1979 , and the vehicles were

eventually delivered in July 1980 (see Section 3.6). Along

with the 16(b) (2) grant, EASYRIDE applied for funds from the

New York City Department of Employment (from the CETA program),

the City Department for the Aging (DFTA), and the City Planning

Department. Finally, EASYRIDE applied for additional UMTA SMD

funding (to be used exclusively for service in the West Side).

All of these proposals were accepted, although the SMD grant

was authorized only following confirmation of a commitment from

the City Administration to provide funds. The DFTA funding

consisted of the Lower West Side area's normal entitlement,

while the City Planning Department provided funds through the

Community Development Program.

Once funding was secured, EASYRIDE (through the lAC) began

the process of identifying and registering eligible area

residents. By the time the service was scheduled to start

(August 1980), 270 West Side residents had been registered; by

the time full service actually started (November 1980), the

registration list had grown to 442 . Registration was up by

nearly 100 after the first year of service, but by the end of

the demonstration it had dropped below 500. EASYRIDE and the

* It was estimated that, of the approximately 25,000 elderly
and disabled residents of the Lower West Side, 3,000 were in

need of specialized transportation service.
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lAC had hoped to register 2000 persons during the first year,

but obviously this estimate was rather too optimistic.*

As indicated above, the Lower West Side service was

scheduled to be fully operational in August 1980. At that

time, some group and emergency medical trips were provided (189

trips originated in the Lower West Side in August), but, due

primarily to the vehicle problems described in Section 3.6,

full service to individuals was not offered until the end of

November. (The travel behavior issues associated with the West

Side expansion are discussed further in Chapter 4; the economic

and productivity impacts of the expansion are addressed in

Ch ap te r 5 .

)

3.7.2 Attempts to Establish a Permanent Service

A major concern of any demonstration project is to secure

non-demonstration funds which will enable it to become a perma-

nent system (i.e., continue operating following the demonstra-

tion period). Since its inception, EASYRIDE derived much of

its support from several grants, including the SMD funds. Due

to the limited time period of most of these grants, EASYRIDE

made concerted efforts to develop third-party purchase of serv-

ice contracts, as well as to secure additional grants. By

securing a variety of contracts and grants, EASYRIDE was able

to serve multiple trip purposes in a more cost-effective manner

than would have been possible had they been operating under a

single funding source (i.e., this enabled greater flexibility

in the grouping of rides).

EASYRIDE faced certain barriers in attempting to secure

purchase of service contracts. For one thing, EASYRIDE found

that many agencies which purchase transportation prefer to con-

tract for service on a much larger scale than the limited serv-

* On the other hand, although the estimate of service need was
quite high, the trip rate per registrant proved to be nearly
twice the projected rate: EASYRIDE and the lAC had estimated
that the 2,000 registrants would take 40,000 trips (i.e., 20
trips per registrant per year); in actuality, the roughly 500
registrants took approximately 18,000 trips during the first
year (i.e., 36 trips per registrant per year).
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ice area served by EASYRIDE. EASYRIDE circumvented this prob-

lem in one instance (Department for the Aging) by working

through the Interagency Councils of the Lower East and West

Sides. As suggested above, these councils are allotted funds

from the DFTA; both decided to commit their allotments to EASY-

RIDE to provide service in their respective areas.

Along similar lines (i.e., the decentralization of service

contracts )

,

EASYRIDE proposed to the Office of Vocational

Rehabilitation that, rather than following its prior practice

of soliciting multiple bids on each trip to be delivered, it

should divide the City into regions; the transportation con-

tract for each region would be awarded to the operator willing

to provide trips at the lowest cost. This proposal was

accepted, and EASYRIDE was awarded (in August 1979) a contract

to serve lower Manhattan.

The other major barrier which EASYRIDE had to overcome in

gaining third-party contracts was regulatory in nature. This

problem was encountered in EASYRIDE' s efforts to become an

authorized Medicaid carrier. At issue was whether or not

operators not registered as "invalid coaches" could be eligible

for reimbursement for Medicaid trips; EASYRIDE' s non-profit

status essentially precluded designation of its vehicles as

invalid coaches. However, the requirements regarding

certification of invalid coaches were modified by the New York

State Supreme Court in mid-1979 ; this ruling limited the

authority of the State Health Department in carrier

certification to emergency vehicles (e.g., ambulances) and gave

the State Department of Transportation authority over all other

types of paratransit operators. This meant that EASYRIDE could

provide Medicaid trips without being certified as an invalid

coach operator; EASYRIDE was approved as a Medicaid vendor in

September 1979

.

Since that time

source—as of the end

of all trips were

represents an ongoing

Medicaid has been an important funding

of the demonstration, approximately 15%

covered by the Medicaid program— and

source. For that reason, EASYRIDE was
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making efforts to expand its Medicaid business; as the SMD

demonstration period was drawing to a close, EASYRIDE was in

the process of discussing possible service agreements with four

area hospitals. EASYRIDE' s ability to generate more of this

type of business appeared to be key to enabling the continua-

tion of its service.*

In addition to the purchase of service contracts (and the

small contract with the Democratic Party), EASYRIDE sought more

general (i.e., non- tri p- spe ci f ic) funding from various city and

federal programs. These sources included CETA, UMTA Section 5

(through the City DOT) , and the Community Development Program

(through the City Planning Department). These general funds

were needed so as to maintain EASYRIDE 's flexibility in terms

of scheduling trips (i.e., avoiding restrictions on trip

purposes )

.

Toward this end, EASYRIDE and Vera Institute staff met (in

early 1980) with representatives of several City agencies

(i.e., the City Planning Department, the City DOT, and the

Department for the Aging) concerning the design of - and

EASYRIDE' s potential role in - a citywide paratransit system.

Such a system was being considered largely as a means of

meeting the "interim accessibility" requirements under the U.S.

Department of Transportation's Section 504 regulations (i.e.,

prior to making the transit system fully accessible) . A final

design was never adopted— and indeed the plan for a citywide

system was eventually shelved due to a decision to proceed with

fixed route accessibility— but EASYRIDE' s participation in the

planning process and lobbying effort paid off; the city agreed

to provide support for EASYRIDE and eventually committed both

Section 5 and CDBG funds.

* Indeed, as
expanded its
with several

of this
Medicaid
hospi tals

wri ting

,

billings
EASYRIDE had significantly

and had unofficial agreements
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There were subsequent problems with the allocation of UMTA

Section 5 funds, however; the transit union of the Metropolitan

Transity Authority of New York held up passage of the funds,

citing Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of

1964.* However, this issue was eventually resolved through

discussions between EASYRIDE's project manager and union offi-

cials, as the former assured the latter that EASYRIDE would in

no way jeopardize the status of transit employees.

EASYRIDE was thus quite successful in its marketing

efforts in that it significantly extended its service catchment

area and considerably expanded its funding base. Whereas the

loss of CETA and SMD demonstration funding significantly

reduced EASYRIDE's operating budget, the procurement of the

various ongoing contracts and grants enabled the program to

remain operational beyond the demonstration period. As this

period ended, EASYRIDE was making a renewed effort to develop

new sources of revenue; examples included proposals to the New

York City Board of Education to provide specialized

transportation, and to the Federal Government (through a White

House Initiative) to do a planning study on the feasibility of

using a network of volunteers in providing work trips to the

handicapped .
**

At the time of this report, funding for specialized

transportation was becoming increasingly tight at all levels of

government, a situation which certainly limited EASYRIDE's

future prospects; nevertheless, EASYRIDE, through the

aggressive marketing efforts of its (and Vera's) management

* Section 13(c) protects transit employees from any "worsening
of their position" as a result of the granting of federal
assistance to any "non-transit" operator.

** The latter proposal was accepted, with funding provided by

grants from UMTA and the IBM Corporation. As of this
writing, the project, entitled "Ride-to-Work, " was midway
through the planning stage. However, the study was not
being undertaken by EASYRIDE per se, but rather as a

separate entity under the auspices of the Vera Institute.
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and the provision of a valuable and apparently needed service,

was able to place itself in a very favorable position in terms

of competing for any funds which may become available.*

* Interviews with officials in the Mayor's Office of the Han-
dicapped, the City Administrator's Office, and the Lower East
and West Side Interagency Councils revealed a unanimously
high level of satisfaction with EASYRIDE's performance. All
of these officials felt that EASYRIDE was providing a
necessary service in an efficient manner, especially
considering the problems inherent in providing such a ser-
vice (i.e., vehicle and lift problems, funding problems, and
complexities involved in dealing with the elderly and handi-
capped). Finally, all of these persons expressed wishes that
EASYRIDE could expand to serve more of the city.
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4. TRAVEL BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTICS*

This chapter examines the travel behavior characteristics

(i.e., demand levels and travel patterns) of EASYRIDE's users.

These characteristics are reviewed for East and West Side

users, as well as for the overall system.**

4.1 RIDERSHIP

EASYRIDE's monthly ridership levels are summarized in

Tables 4-1 and 4-2 and depicted graphically in Figures 4-1 and

4-2. Table 4-1 presents the monthly system totals, with

passenger no-shows and cancellations separated out, and the

monthly totals (including no-shows***) broken out by origin and

destination, the average number of vehicles in service per day

(for each month) is also included. Table 4-2 presents the

monthly averages for these same categories, and includes the

average figures for Phase I of the demonstration. Figure 4-1

shows the total system demand, with no-shows separated out,

while Figure 4-2 shows the total monthly demand (including

no-shows) as well as that for each origin zone.

* User characteristics were not addressed as part of this
evaluation. For a discussion of user characteristics and
impacts and related issues, see the ARI Final Report, Chap-
ters 5 and 6.

** The figures presented in this chapter are derived from data
included in EASYRIDE's monthly operations reports.

*** No-shows are included in many of the ridership figures dis-
cussed in this chapter because EASYRIDE's monthly opera-
tions reports separate out no-shows for the total system
demand figures only.
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TABLE 4-1. MONTHLY RIDERSHIP

Month/Year Rides No-Shows Cane

.

Origin*
W.Side E.Side Other

Destination*
W.Side E.Side Other

Avg . No

.

Vehicles
Per Day

July 1979 3234 364 N/A 2972 626 „ 2895 704 N/A
Aug 3599 359 H/A — 3331 627 — 3282 676 N/A
Sept 2789 351 N/A 2730 413 — 2652 491 N/A
Oct 3105 417 14/A — 3085 4 37 — 2995 527 N/A
Nov 2984 351 N/A 2932 403 — 2861 469 N/A
Dec 2864 396 14/A — 2845 415 — 2765 495 N/A

Mean 3096 373 N/A — 2983 487 — 2908 560 N/A

Jan 1980 3281 490 N/A __ 3253 518 3113 658 N/A
Feb 3222 489 14/A — 3207 504 — 3136 575 N/A
Mar 3329 498 N/A — 3306 521 — 3190 637 8.5

Apr 3470 767 N/A — 3617 620 — 3451 786 8.0

May 4038 857 N/A — 4157 738 — 4061 834 10.4
J une 4126 947 N/A — 5073 — 5073 — 8.7

July 4172 984 N/A — 5156 ** — 5156 — 9.8
Aug 3918 909 N/A — 4827 * — 4827 — 9.8

Sept 4330 1059 N/A 189 4950 250 198 4916 274 10.8

Oct 4975 1249 360 623 4844 757 629 4747 844 12.6
Nov 4504 739 730 581 3965 697 558 3858 827 N/A
Dec 6781 190 1127 1061 4851 1058 1079 4843 1049 N/A

Mean 4179 765 N/A 614 4267 472 616 4198 540 N/A

Jan 1981 7027 117 1219 1385 4843 916 1423 4725 996 N/A
Feb 6334 431 801 1373 4570 822 1435 4437 893 11.1
Mar 7352 361 753 1507 5350 856 1555 5266 892 10.9

Apr 6711 142 1340 1340 4762 751 1368 4656 829 VD CD

May 6775 245 929 1311 4996 713 1327 4925 768 9.3

J une 7361 148 1314 1689 5121 819 1601 5006 902 10.1

July 6592 450 1060 1508 4869 664 1522 4772 747 9.6

Aug 6818 183 892 1520 4791 690 1517 4692 792 9.2
Sept 6776 27 1072 1647 4488 668 1612 4398 793 8.6

Oct 5950 789 1553 2281 4321 673 1723 4251 765 8.7

Nov 6192 423 951 1670 4377 568 1646 4338 631 10.5

Dec 7232 460 943 1874 5211 607 1850 5148 694 9.5

Mean 6760 315 1069 1592 4808 768 1600 5068 809 9.75

Jan 1982. 6540 272 1150 1729 4591 492 1704 4563 545 CD

Feb 6976 184 957 1824 4864 472 1803 4865 492 9.8

Mar 6480 1464 94 5 2110 5221 613 2087 5225 632 00CO

Apr 5353 1007 956 1668 4154 538 1663 4130 567 8.5

Mean 6337 732 1002 1833 4708 529 1814 4696 559 COCO

Overall
Mean 5093 546 1036 1010 4192 564 1008 4218 617 N/A

*includes no-shows
**ridership breakdown not available for these months
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TABLE 4-2 AVERAGE MONTHLY RIDERSHIP

Year Rides No-Shows Cane

.

Origin*
W.Side E.Side Other

Destination*
W.Side E.Side Other

Avg . No

.

Vehicles
Per Day

1977** 2864 91 N/A — 2955 N/A — 2955 — N/A***

1978 2942 300 N/A — 3242 N/A — 3242 — N/A***

1979 + 3209 381 N/A — 3590 N/A — 3590 — N/A***

1979++ 3096 373 N/A — 2983 487 — 2908 560 N/A

1980 4179 765 N/A 614 4267 472 616 4198 540 N/A

1981 6760 315 1069 1592 4808 768 1600 5068 809 9.75

1982+++ 6337 732 1002 1833 4708 529 1814 4696 559 8.80

*includes no-shows
**June-December

***not accurately reported during Phase I

+through May
++beg inning in July
+++through April
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In terms of changes over the entire demonstration. Table

4-2 shows that average monthly ridership levels remained quite

consistent during all of Phase I (i.e., June 1977-June 1979)

and through the beginning of Phase II. The monthly totals

varied considerably during the two years of Phase 1
, but on

average remained steady, exhibiting little overall growth. A

total of 3,293 trips were provided in June 1977 - the first

month of the demonstration; in July 1979 - the first month of

Phase II - an almost identical number of rides was provided

(3,234) .

During Phase II, however, EASYRIDE experienced a

substantial increase in ridership. As shown in Figure 4-1, the

trip volume pattern displayed relatively steady growth (with

some variability) until November 1980, at which time the West

Side expansion produced a large increase. During 1981, the

monthly totals fluctuated significantly, although they remained

relatively high throughout the year. Then, ridership dropped

precipitously over the final two months of the demonstration

(March, April 1982). During the entire Phase II period,

EASYRIDE provided an average of 5,704 trips per month.

As shown in Figure 4-2, overall demand for service (i.e.,

including no-shows) exhibited a similar pattern to that of

trips delivered in terms of general growth through 1979 and

1980, a leveling off in 1981, and a decline in 1982. However,

the inclusion of no-shows somewhat reduces the slope of the

overall curve; as shown in Figure 4-1, the number of no-shows

was higher, in general, over the first 16 months of the case

study period, although it rose again in 1982.*

* In addition to no-shows, EASYRIDE has been faced with a sub-
stantial number of cancellations, in which passengers notify
EASYRIDE that they will not be making scheduled trips. As
shown in Table 4-1, the number of cancellations reported was
quite high (cancellations were not recorded prior to the
installation of EASYRIDE' s computer in October 1980), in
several months actually approaching or equalling the number
of West Side trips. Cancellations are not as serious as
no-shows since the cancelled reservations can often be filled
with other requests; nevertheless, not all cancelled time
slots can be filled, and thus they do constitute an
operational problem.
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In terms of explaining the variability of ridership,

several factors came into play over the course of the project.

Some of the variation can be attributed simply to differing

numbers of days of service in different months: owing to holi-

days and differing numbers of weekdays from one month to the

next, the number of operating days per month varied frcm 18 to

23. Hoi idays--especial ly the Jewish High Holidays*—also

tended to produce drops in ridership; the Jewish High Holidays

(Rosh Hashonnah and Yom Kippur) occur in September and/or

October (their dates vary from year to year). As can be seen

in Figure 4-1, demand dropped in September 1978, and also

dropped substantially in October 1981; ridership rose signifi-

cantly in Septenber and October 1980, but that period coincided

with the West Side expansion.

The other major factors contributing to the variation in

ridership included changes in the numbers of drivers and/or

vehicles in service, as well as fluctuations in the need for

various services (e.g., medical trips, training etc.). As can

be seen in Table 4-3 (see Section 4.3) , the numbers , of trips

made for certain purposes— notably nutrition, medical and

recr eat ion--fluctuat ed considerably from month to month. (This

is not unexpected in a system serving so many different trip

purposes .

)

During the final few months of the evaluation period, two

other factors were brought into play: the increase in fares

(February and March 1982) and the cessation of uptown trips

(February 1982). These changes, which are described in Chapter

3, apparently exerted a rather significant impact on ridership.

As can be seen in Figure 4-1, the number of rides delivered

declined sharply in March and April, Also noteworthy is the

fact that the number of no-shows reached its peak for the

entire evaluation period in March 1982; this suggests that the

above policy changes (regarding fare and allowable destina-

tions) may have influenced various persons' decisions not to

The majority of EASYRIDE users are Jewish.
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use the service, despite having requested a ride. The number

of no-shows was lower in April than in March, but still higher

than it had been for any month since October 1980.

4.2 GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF lEMAND*

As shown in the previous tables and figures, the vast

majority (75%) of all EASYRIDE trips during the evaluation

period originated in the Lower East Side; similarly, 74% of all

trips had destinations in the Lower East Side. This is

partially due to the fact that West Side service was not

introduced until September 1980. However, the East Side

remained the major origin and destination even after the West

Side service had had sufficient time to build up a steady

patronage level (December 1981) . By January 1981 - the fifth

month of West Side service - trips originating in the West Side

had grown to 19% of all trips; this percentage rose somewhat

over the remainder of the demonstration, but, as of the end of

the demonstration (April 1982) , had risen to only 26% of all

trips. Over the entire evaluation period, trips originating in

the West Side accounted for 14% of all trips, while 15% of all

trips had destinations there. A total of 11% of the trips

during the evaluation period originated outside of the primary

service area (predominantly other Darts of Manhattan, but

occasionally in the other boroughs); the same percentage of

trips had destinations outside of the primary service area.

The difference in the level of demand for the two major

service areas is attributable basicall-y to the demographic

difference between the areas. As indicated in Chapter 2, the

Lower East Side has a considerably larger population - and

higher density than the Lower West Side. The fact that service

had been provided in the East Side since June 1976 (full

operations began a year later) does not seem to be a

significant factor in explaining the different levels of

demand; demand in the East Side in June 1977 (the first month

of the demonstration) was considerably higher (3,292) than the

highest West Side figure (2,281) .
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4.3 TRIP PURPOSE

EASYRIDE reported trips broken into 17 different trip pur-

poses. For this evaluation, these were consolidated into eight

categories, as shown in Table 4-3. The number of trips (and

relative percentages) within each of these categories is

presented in Table 4-3.

As shown in the table, nutrition trips accounted for 54%

of all trips during Phase II.* The percentage of nutrition

trips increased over the course of the evaluation period, from

the Phase I total of 44% to 61% in 1982. The next most common

trip purposes were health related: hospital and physician

trips each accounted for approximately 10% of all EASYRIDE

trips, although relative percentages of both declined during

the demonstration.

The high percentage of nutrition trips has important

implications for EASYRIDE' s productivity and cost-effectiveness,

since these trips were generally provided in a shared-ride

mode; these implications are discussed in Chapter 5.

4.4 PAYMENT CATEGORIES

Tables 4-4 and 4-5 summarize the distribution of

categories of payment for EASYRIDE trips during the evaluation

period.** Prior to January 1981, the vast majority of all

trips were subject to Medicare reimbursement (83% in 1979 and

73% in 1980); Medicare funding ended at the end of 1980.***

Beginning in 1981, the major source of reimbursement was the

* During Phase I, the percentages were as follows: nutrition
44%, health-related - 32%, employment/training - 6%,

recreation - 11%, other - 9%.

** The distribution (i.e., relative percentages) of
categories during Phase I was as follows: Medicare - 68%,
Outward Bound - 1%, Medicaid - 1%, group - 6%, subscription
- 3%, none - 14%, other - 8%.

*** The Medicare administrators decided to discontinue funding
because of the limited extent of EASYRIDE' S service area;
they were interested in funding service over a larger area
than EASYRIDE was capable of handling.
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TABLE 4-3 AVERAGE MONTHLY RIDERSHIP BY TRIP PURPOSE

Month/ No. Trips by Trip Purpose*
Year Nutrition Hospital Physician Employment Recreation Therapy Training Other

July 1979 1480 451 426 123 451 59 141 466
Aug 1766 436 432 17 5 444 66 105 534
Sept 1465 332 383 173 99 89 32 570
Oct 1733 335 513 189 36 112 50 554
Nov 1664 399 432 158 52 140 38 452
Dec 1682 342 389 177 70 108 33 459

Mean 1632 (47%) 383 (11%) 429 (12%) 166 (5%) 192 (6%) 96 (3%) 67 (2%) 506 (15%)

Jan 1980 1868 425 521 194 56 150 53 474

Feb 1569 402 404 150 494 140 97 455
March 1640 574 519 189 186 115 112 492

April 1739 524 562 274 332 174 92 632

May 2078 516 721 218 358 184 73 747

June 2254 607 696 215 287 191 44 779

July 2432 594 578 235 171 180 77 889

Aug 2367 448 485 217 122 149 74 965

Sept 2802 534 658 220 133 157 46 839

Oct 3162 583 851 253 95 268 91 921

Nov 2536 604 672 247 186 195 86 717

Dec 3202 692 764 396 796 227 144 750

Mean 2304 (47%) 542 (11%) 619 (13%) 234 (5%) 268 (5%) 178 (4%) 82 (2%) 722 (15%)

Jan 1981 3570 773 834 393 408 233 32 771

Feb 3612 622 755 385 274 206 131 780

March 4149 464 644 435 890 242 106 783

April 3894 438 697 437 353 209 89 736

May 3879 393 673 413 551 201 91 1020
June 4259 498 827 409 369 208 100 839

July 4221 519 620 396 288 197 183 618

Aug 4249 656 561 406 384 123 68 554

Sept 3852 704 601 413 512 119 74 528

Oct 4028 687 530 531 145 116 139 563

Nov 4088 665 516 539 144 142 131 390

Dec 4902 629 555 587 271 149 175 424

Mean 4059 (57%) 587 (8%) 651 (9%) 445 (6%) 382 (5%) 179 (3%) 110 (2%) 667 (9%)

Jan 1982 4452 534 479 450 239 157 188 313

Feb 4582 661 448 421 355 185 141 417

March 4865 841 615 497 285 157 224 460

April 3670 720 435 361 343 199 163 831

Mean 4392 (61%) 677 (9%) 494 (7%) 432 (6%) 306 (4%) 175 (2%) 179 (3%) 505 (7%)

Overall 3050 (54%) 546 (10%) 582 (10%) 319 (6%) 299 (5%) 163 (3%) 101 (2%) 639 (17%)

•includes no-shows
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TABLE 4-4 PAYMENT CATEGORY

Month/
Year

No. Trips by Payment Category*

Medicare Med ica id OVR** OB*** None Group Sub.+ DFTA++ Other Sec.+++

July 1979 2762 2 0 156 191 405 83 0

Aug 3151 0 15 57 133 408 194 0

Sept 2584 0 26 38 95 241 159 0

Oct 3092 0 35 67 106 30 191 1

Nov 2886 0 22 70 112 81 164 0

Dec 2839 14 0 82 162 1 162 0

Mean 2886 8 16 78 133 194 159 0

Jan 1980 3244 8 58 66 214 0 181 - 0 -

Feb 2702 27 76 56 630 60 159 - 1 -

March 2981 65 85 58 233 210 194 - 1 -

Apr il 3243 81 68 50 382 123 289 - 3 -

May 3701 92 103 73 466 137 320 - 3 -

June 3976 103 114 72 0 465 266 - 77 -

July 4323 138 94 38 39 27 0 252 - 4 -

Aug 3829 168 83 31 20 360 237 - 99 -

Sept 4230 291 78 39 289 150 222 - 90 -

Oct 4327 437 144 66 682 79 256 - 233 -

Nov 3526 364 105 70 - 210 240 600 - 128

Dec 3917 413 133 88 - 827 394 1032 167

Mean 3667 182 95 59 296 241 251 816 51 148

Jan 1981 0 527 106 58 - 360 396 5399 - 295

Feb 0 567 87 46 - 300 393 5121 - 251
March 2 647 57 26 - 837 445 5406 - 293

April 5 592 64 2 - 300 445 5132 - 313

May 0 649 42 0 - 593 416 5047 - 273

J une 0 706 68 0 - 315 382 5768 - 270

July 0 618 122 0 - 272 371 5384 - 275
Aug 0 523 65 0 - 270 377 5499 - 267

Sept 0 556 63 0 - 495 408 5024 - 257

Oct 0 491 119 0 - 60 529 5249 - 291

Nov 0 485 106 0 - 120 569 5057 - 278

Dec 0 481 118 2 - 330 606 5866 - 369

Mean 1 570 85 11 “ 354 445 5329 286

Jan 1982 0 543 125 0 210 428 5257 249

Feb 0 683 87 4 - 360 449 5305 272

March 0 914 121 2 - 255 548 5746 358

April 0 803 91 0 300 408 4410 348

Mean 0 736 106 2 281 458 5180 307

* includes no-shows
** Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

*** Outward bound
+ Subscription

++ Department for the Aging
+++ Secondary
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city Department for the Aging; 75% of EASYRIDE trips were

covered through this source during 1981, and 73% in 1982.

Medicaid represented the third most common payment source and

was becoming increasingly important as the demonstration ended;

during 1982, 10% of the trips were covered by Medicaid, and the

percentage rose to nearly 13% in April 1982.

The remaining payment categories listed in Tables 4-4 and

4-5 represent service contracts (Office of Vocational

Rehabilitation and Outward Bound— see Chapter 3) , self-payment

("none" and "subscription"), and combinations of other funding

sources (i.e., "group" and "secondary"* trips). It is

noteworthy that EASYRIDE was able to counter the loss of its

single major funding source (Medicare) with new sources (e.g.,

DFTA and UMTA Section 5) and actually expand service.

* "Secondary" trips are those
funding source, but which are
funding sources such as the
grants

.

not covered by a particular
paid for out of the "general"
Community Development and UMTA
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ECONOMICS AND PRODUCTIVITY5 .

This chapter documents and assesses EASYRIDE's economics

and productivity during the Phase II evaluation period. In

addition to examining overall system changes in cost,

productivity, and revenue measures, this chapter addresses the

impacts of the Lower West Side expansion and the major

technological improvements (computerization and installation of

two-way radios). The cost information is divided into two

major categories: capital and operating.

5.1 COSTS

5.1.1 Capital Costs

Capital costs represent the funds expended for the pur-

chase of major pieces of equipment and facilities; in EASY-

RIDE's case, this includes vehicles and radios.* During the

evaluation period, EASYRIDE's major capital expenditures were

as follows:

• seven vehicles:** one 12-passenger and six lift-
equipped (15 passengers with no wheelchair passen-
gers, or 9 passengers including 3 wheelchair pas-
sengers)

• 18 two-way radios and a base station

* The computer equipment is leased from the Vera Institute;
this cost is included under operating costs. EASYRIDE's own
garage was purchased prior to the evaluation period.

** The other vehicles were purchased during Phase I.
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The vehicles were purchased through UMTA's 16(b) (2) pro-

gram (with a 20% local match). The 16(b)(2) grant totaled

approximately $110,000, of which the local match amounted to

$22,050. EASYRIDE allocates depreciation of the vehicles as a

monthly expense (see Section 5.1.2).* The radios (and

accompanying base station) were purchased through private

donations; the purchase price for the total radio system was

$14,515. Thus, the total capital cost during the evaluation

period was approximately $124,500.**

5.1.2 Operating Costs***

For the purposes of this case study, EASYRIDE' s operating

costs were separated into two major categories: variable and

fixed. Variable costs were further separated into direct

hourly and mileage-related categories, while fixed costs refer

to all other categories, including vehicle, administrative,

occupancy, and data processing costs. Thus, EASYRIDE' s opera-

ting costs are presented here in terms of three basic catego-

r ies :

+

• direct hourly costs (variable)

• mileage-related costs (variable)

• fixed costs

Direct hourly costs consist of drivers' wages and bene-

fits; the wages of the other staff persons are included under

fixed costs. The reason for this distinction is that driver

payroll hours directly affect the number of vehicle hours of

service, while the cost of the administrative and supporting

personnel are not affected by changes in the number of driver

hours from day to day.

* Depreciation of the vehicles is based on a straight 5-year
bas is.

** The Phase I capital cost was approximately $161,000.

*** All of the data for the assessment of EASYRIDE 's operating
costs are compiled from quarterly (and annual) financial
reports prepared by the Vera Institute for EASYRIDE.

+ This framework was introduced and described in ARI's evalu-
ation report.
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Mileage-related costs are those which are a direct result

of vehicle use (i.e., primarily fuel and maintenance); the cost

of insurance is not directly related to the number of miles

traveled and is therefore categorized as a fixed cost. All

other cost categories (i.e., occupancy, office, and other

expenses) are included in the fixed cost category. (The

indirect costs, i.e., the overhead costs charged by the Vera

Institute were allocated among the three categories based on

the relative percentage of each category of the total

operationg cost. Vera provided various professional services

to EASYRIDE, including accounting, legal assistance, and

research and administrative support.)

Table 5-1 summarizes the annual cost trends and presents a

breakdown according to the overall categorization discussed

above. Table 5-2 presents a detailed breakdown of the costs.*

As can be seen from Table 5-1, the 1980-81 total was 48%

greater than the 1979-80 total, while the 1981-82 figure was

actually slightly smaller (4%) than that for 1980-81. However,

as shown in the Table, the relative percentage of direct

TABLE 5-1. SUMMARY OF EASYRIDE EXPENSES FOR CASE STUDY PERIOD

Expense Cost (% of Total)
Category 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82

Direct Hourly
Costs $132,809 (21.6%) $221,165 (24.4%) $216,793 (24.8%)

Mileage-Related
Costs 60,475 (9.8%) 90,375 (10.0%) 74,797 (8.6%)

Fixed Costs 421,601 (68.6%) 596,339 (65.7%) 582,763 (66.6%)

Total Operating
Cost $614,885 $907,879 $874,353

* Summaries of the operating costs for the individual years of
the evaluation period are included in Appendix A.
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TABLE 5-2. EASYRIDE EXPENSES (1979-1982)

Category 7/79-6/80 7/80-6/81 7/81-6/82

Personnel
Driver s $ 89,077 $146 ,979 $140,045
Reservation Clerks 37 ,332 50 ,005 44,082
Scheduler (and Asst.

Office Manager) 16 ,884 26,826 37 ,258
Project Manager 27 ,746 32 ,426 35,874
Operations Manager 18 ,180 25 ,035 29 ,044
Secretary and Admin. Asst. 15,989 19 ,010 20,123
Assoc. Dir. (Vera Inst.) 8,028 7,032 7 ,053
Others (incl. temp, help) 8,540 31,370 41,903
Fringe Costs 49 ,771 81,643 86 ,451

Subtotal - Personnel 271,547 420,326 444,581*

Occupancy (Office)
Ren ta 1/Dep rec ia t ion 7 ,165 6,867 13,319
Maintenance 3,724 0 1,952
Utilities, Heat 6,378 3,584 6,446
Telephone 9,893 10 ,495 12,545

Occupancy (Garaqe)
Deprec ia tion 7,220 7 ,220 7,220
Real Estate Taxes 0 0 0

Repairs and Maintenance N/A** 3,971 1,034
Rent N/A** 16 ,000 18,000
Utilities, Heat N/A** 2,375 1,274

Subtotal - Occupancy 34,380 50,512 61,790

Transportation Costs
Vehicle Depreciation 42,513 54,834 40,808
Fuel 20,156 46,626 46 ,38 5

Repairs and Maintenance 25 ,299 21,652 13,934
Insurance 42,813 24,470 19,794
Mi sc

.

'Expenses 2,541 3,448 2,492
Provision for Major Repairs 0 8,000 6,382

Subtotal - Transportation 133,322 159,030 129,796

* includes $2,748 for anticipated vacation wages
** EASYRIDE 's Operating Cost report for the year ending 6/80

did not report any charges for these items.
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TABLE 5-2. EASYRIDE EXPENSES (1979-1982) (CONTINUED)

Category 7/79-6/80 7/80-6/81 7/81-6/82

Start-Up Costs
(Amortization) $ 1,927 ^ 1,928 $ 1,932

Other General Costs
Data Processing 32,930 60,938 $ 43,978
Travel 1,195 1,241 695
Office Supplies and Postage 1,732 8,001 2,101
Reproduction and Printing 4,7 29 5,244 6,475
Equ ipmen

t

1,031 2,845 794
Depreciation of Improve-

ments and Equipment 3,060 5,034 4,866
Insurance - - 444
Program Development 0 1,727 0

All Other Expenses 2,151 3,713 7,670

Subtotal - Other 46,828 88,743 67,023

Total Direct Costs 488,004 720 ,539 705,123

Indirect Costs* (Overhead) 126,881 187 ,340 169,230

Total Costs $614 ,885 $907,879 $874,353

*Indirect Cost Rates: 28% for 1979; 26% for 1980 and 1981; and
24% for 1982
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hourly, mileage-related, and fixed costs remained quite

consistent over the years; in fact, the percentage of

mileage-related costs was nearly identical for the first 2

years of the evaluation period.

The higher percentage of direct hourly costs in the second

fiscal year is basically attributable to the West Side

expansion (i.e., the addition of drivers). As shown in Table

5-2, the totals in virtually all expense subcategories (i.e.,

personnel, occupancy, transportation, and other general costs)

were higher in the second year, but the overall drivers' sala-

ries (and fringe benefits) increased by a greater percentage

than did the other major categories.*

This trend reversed somewhat in the final year of the

evaluation period, as all three categories decreased; the

1981-82 driver costs and fixed costs were, respectively, 2% and

4% lower than in the previous year, while the 1981-82 mileage-

related (i.e., predominantly fuel and repairs) costs experi-

enced a 17% drop. The number of drivers— and hence the total

amount of driver hours and the consumption of fuel—decreased

during the final year; whereas there had been 11 full-time

drivers through September 1981, this number fluctuated (between

9 and 11) over the remainder of that fiscal year. In addition,

the number of reservation clerks fell from three to two in

February 1982. The decrease in the fixed costs in the final

year was attributable to various factors, including substantial

decreases in vehicle depreciation** and data processing charges.

It should be noted that the percentage of EASYRIDE's

costs allocated to the fixed cost category is unusually high

* The drivers' hourly wages also increased substantially
during the demonstration. The starting wage (including
fringe benefits) for all EASYRIDE drivers as of the
beginning of the demonstration (1977) was $4.73 per hour; as
of the end of the demonstration, the starting wage was $6.31.

** The drop in vehicle depreciation charges is attributable to
the fact that the original 10 vehicles had been fully
depreciated by mid-1981. However, the other 8 vehicles had
higher purchase prices than the original 10, and thus had
higher depreciaton charges.
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for a specialized transportation service. It is more typical

in such systems for direct hourly costs to represent the

highest percentage. The major factor contributing to

EASYRIDE's high fixed cost rate is the non-driver personnel

cost; as shown in Table 5-2, the salaries (and fringe benefits)

of administrative and support staff represent the bulk of the

personnel costs (approximately 60% in each of the three

years). Through its first five years, EASYRIDE was able to

secure sufficient revenue to support a large administrative

staff, and each staff member played a valuable role in the

program's development and operation. However, as available

funding becomes tighter, EASYRIDE may find it necessary to

significantly reduce its personnel costs in the future.

Also contributing greatly to EASYRIDE's high fixed cost -

and the high cost in general - was the indirect (i.e.,

overhead) cost collected by the Vera Institute. As shown in

Table 5-2, this represented between 24 and 28% of the total

operating cost. The Vera Institute has served an important

function in EASYRIDE's implementation and continued operation

providing assistance in several areas (e.g., development,

research, planning, accounting, legal assistance, and grant

administration). However, as with the staff size, decreasing

funding in the coming years may force reductions in the extent

of this support - or at least in the level of overhead charges.

Figure 5-1 and Table 5-3 show the operating costs on a

quarterly basis. As can be seen, there was considerable

variations in these costs, especially within the first year of

the evaluation period (July 1979-June 1980) . The bulk of the

variation in that year was attributable to changes in

transportation and "other" costs.* EASYRIDE incurred much

heavier vehicle repair/maintenance charges during the second

quarter than in the other three quarters; in addition, the

initial data processing costs were charged during that

* A substantial portion of the changes between quarters was
also attributable to indirect costs, i.e., any change in
direct operating costs carried with it a 24-28% change in
indirect costs.
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TABLE 5-3 EASYRIDE QUARTERLY OPERATING COSTS

Per iod Personnel Transportation Other Indirect Total

7/79 - 10/79 $ 65,274 $ 24,941 $ 8,918 $ 25,775 $124,908

10/79 - 1/80 69,799 40,949 20,029 34,002 164,779

1/80 - 4/80 68,924 23,080 12,448 27,158 131,610

4/80 - 7/80 67,550 44,352 41,740 39,946 193,588

Total (1979-80) $271,547 133,322 $ 83,135 $126,881 $614,885

7/80 - 10 80 $ 80,904 $ 36,448 $ 35,491 39,739 $192,582

10/80 - 1/81 115,264 41,851 36,889 50,441 244,445

1/81 - 4/81 113,554 40,554 31,358 48,221 233,687

4/81 - 7/81 110,604 40,177 37,445 48,939 237,165

Total (1980-81) $420,326 159,030 $141,183 $187,340 $907,879

7/81 - 10/81 $132,457 $ 28,882* $ 22,121 $ 44,030 $227,490

10/81 - 1/82 97,202 40,396* 38,411 42,242 218,251

1/82 - 4/82 109,095 30,038 31,542 40,962 211,637

4/82 - 7/82 105, 827 30,479 38,674 41,995 216,975

Total (1981-82) $444,581 $129,795 130,748 $169,229 $874,353

* There was apprently a bookkeeping error in allocating vehicle depreciation

fo the quarters ending 10/81 and 1/82; the total transportation costs for

these two quarters probably should have been $33,683 and $35,595,

respectively.
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quarter. The higher fourth quarter costs were attributable

predominantly to the highest single data processing charge of

the evaluation period ($28,000); the computer system was

implemented during this period. In addition, the vehicle

depreciation allocation was increased substantially during the

fourth quarter due to the acquisition of seven new vehicles

during that time.

The large jump in costs in the second quarter of the

second year (i.e., October 1980-January 1981) was caused by the

addition of six drivers and one reservation clerk in connection

with the West Side expansion; this produced a 42% increase in

personnel costs. EASYRIDE's overall operating cost remained

relatively stable during the remainder of that year. The major

cost changes during the final year are also attributable

predominantly to changes in personnel costs - as explained

earlier, the number of full-time drivers was reduced in the

second quarter (October 1981-January 1982) . The number of

reservation clerks was subsequently reduced (in the third

quarter), as well.

On the whole, EASYRIDE's operating cost patterns are quite

straightforward within the context of staff size changes,

"normal" (i.e., due to inflation) increases in fixed costs such

as office rent and utilities, and "learning curve" cost savings

such as those related to data processing. For instance, the

data processing charges were understandably highest during the

development and implementation stages; the ongoing expenses are

primarily attributable to leasing and operations, now that

development and debugging have been completed.

5.1.3 Unit Cost Ratios

In order to assess EASYRIDE's cost-effectiveness during

the evaluation period, it is necessary to determine unit cost

ratios (i.e., operating cost per specified unit of service).

The unit cost ratio measures typically considered are cost per

trip, hour, and mile. However, in assessing EASYRIDE, we were

unable to present cost per mile figures because mileage data

were not reported in EASYRIDE's operations reports and could
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not be collected within the scope of the case study effort. In

terms of cost per hour, our assessment was rather limited by

the lack of accurate vehicle service hour data for much of the

evaluation period;* we were able to determine costs oer hour

for only the latter half of the case studv period. Thus, the

only unit cost measure we were able to determine for the entire

case study period is cost per trip.**

The cost per trip fiqures for the entire demonstration

are presented in Table 5-4. Figure 5-2 shows the cost per trip

on a quarterly basis for the Phase II evaluation period. As

can be seen from Figure 5-2, the unit costs fluctuated

considerably during the first year of the Phase II evaluation

period. Since ridership figures remained fairly steadv over

the first three quarters, the differences in unit costs are

attributed to changes in costs, as described in Section 5.1.2.

In the fourth quarter of 1979-80, the number of rides rose sub-

stantially, but the cost also exhibited a proportionally

greater rise, accounting for the increase in the unit cost.

The cost per trip dropped sonewhat during the first

quarter of 1980-81 as the cost remained steady and the rider-

ship rose. The next quarter, in which the West Side expansion

and computer implementation took place, was marked by a further

decrease in cost per trip delivered, as ridership (excluding

no-shows) jumped by 24% as ccmpared to a 21% cost increase. On

the other hand, due to the lower num.be r of no-shows in the

second quarter, the cost per trip (including no-shows) was

higher than in the previous quarter.

The third quarter of 1980-81 was marked bv a significant

decrease in unit cost, as the cost per trip figures (both with

and without no-shows) dropped to their lowest levels to that

* Service hour data were not reported accurately by Vera's
original data reporting contractor, the GNL Company. This
problem was not remedied until well after EASYRIDE
implemented its own computer; apparently, service hours were
not accurately reported until February 1981.

** Because no-shows are costly to EASYRIDE, cost per trip
figures are presented both with and without no-shows.
Despite the fact that a trip is not actuallv delivered, a

no-show ties up vehicle time and produces unnecessary dead-
heading mileage.
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TABLE 5-4 ANNUAL COST PER TRIP FIGURES

Year
Trips

Delivered Total Trips*

Total
Operating

Cost

Cost
per Trip
(Delivered)

Cost
per Trip*

7/77 - 6/78 35,376 37,784 $ 444,597 $12.56 $11.77

7/78 - 4/79** 26,523 29,846 $ 352,185 $13.28 $11.80

Total (Phase I) 61,899 67,630 $ 796,782 $12.87 $11.78

7/79 - 6/80 40,041 46,327 $ 614,885 $15.36 $13.27

7/80 - 6/81 70,240 76,814 $ 907,879 $12.93 $11.82

7/81 - 4/82*** 59,556 63,808 $ 657,378 $11.04 $10.30

Total (Phase II) 169,837 186,949 $2;, 180, 480 $12.84 $11.66

* includes no-shows
** information not available 5/79-7/79

*** includes only first three quarters of 1981-82 because SMD funding was
totally expended by April.
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point in the evaluation period. The operating costs were

reduced, while ridership continued to rise. The following

three quarters' figures remained remarkably steady; although

actual ridership decreased slightly in each of these quarters,

the operating costs dropped concomitantly. (The total unit

cost figures— including no-shows—exhibited greater variation

during this period, as the number of no-shows rose considerably

in each of the three months.) Finally, the cost per trip

($10.58) for the last quarter of the evaluation period (the

third quarter of 1981-82) was the lowest of any quarter of the

entire demonstration; ridership was up significantly from the

prior quarter, while the total operating cost for the quarter

was substantially lower than that of the previous

quarter— lower, in fact, than for any quarter since

July-September 1980.

Thus, in examining the overall trend, it is clear that the

West Side expansion and the computerization exerted a signifi-

cant impact on the system's cost-effectiveness. Although the

computerization entailed the accrual of substantial data

processing charges, it enabled EASYRIDE to expand while adding

only one office staff person. Once the expanded service was

allowed sufficient time to stabilize, the cost per trip dropped

to a point substantially lower than at any time before the

changes were implemented. Table 5-4 shows that the average

cost per trip delivered for 1980-81 was 16% lower than for

1979-

80, while the 1981-82 figure was nearly 15% lower than for

1980-

81.

As explained above, accurate data on driver service hours

were available only for the latter half of the evaluation

period (January 1981 - April 1982) . The cost per hour figures

for this period are summarized in Table 5-5. This table

presents total hourly operating cost (i.e., including direct

hourly, mileage-related, and fixed costs) . As can be seen,

there is no real pattern to these costs, as they increased over

the first three quarters, then decreased, only to rise again in

the final quarter. In light of the limited data, we cannot

determine the actual impact of the West Side expansion and the

computerization on cost per hour. However, the fact that the
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TABLE 5-5. QUARTERLY COST PER HOUR FIGURES

Quarter
Cost per

Trip Delivered*
Trips Delivered

per Hour*
Total Cost
per Hour

Jan-Mar 1981 $11.28 4.45 $50.20

Apr-June 1981 $11.38 4.83 $54.97

July-Sept 1981 $11.27 5.07 $57.14

Oct-Dec 1981 $11.27 4.67 $52.63

Jan-Apr 1982 $10.58 5.33 $56.39

*excluding no-shows

latter added considerable cost (i.e., data processing charges,

as well as an additional staff person) , while the amount of

service hours did not expand accordingly suggests that the cost

per hour probably increased somewhat as a result of the

computer i zation.

It must be noted here that EASYRIDE's cost per hour is

very high for a specialized transportation service. EASYRIDE

has provided a high quality service, and the computerized

management information system and Vera Institute support have

contributed to developing a rather sophisticated operation.

However, these attributes have obviously been quite expensive;

the indirect costs collected by the Vera Institute alone

represented 24-28% of the operating costs. Vera has served a

valuable role in EASYRIDE's operation; however, whether

EASYRIDE can continue to afford such support, as well as a

large administrative staff, remains to be seen.
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5.2 PRODUCTIVITY

In assessing a transportation system's efficiency (i.e.,

in scheduling trips), it is useful to examine the system's pro-

ductivity— in this case defined as the number of trips being

provided within a specified unit of time or distance (i.e.,

trips per vehicle-hour or per vehicle-mile) . Unfortunately,

the nature of productivity measures which could be determined

for this evaluation were quite limited: as explained in the

previous section, vehicle mileage figures were not included in

EASYRIDE's operating reports and thus are not examined here,

and accurate vehicle hour figures were reported only for the

second half of the case study period (beginning in February

1981). Thus, we have only trip per service hour figures for

the period between February 1981 and April 1982; these figures

(for both trips delivered and total trips including no-shows)

are summarized on a quarterly basis in Table 5-6.

As can be seen in the table, EASYRIDE's productivity

experienced improvement—except for a modest decline at the end

of 1981—over the last five quarters. Although the pre-1981

service hour figures were not accurately maintained,* it can be

seen from rough estimates that productivity improved

considerably over the course of the evaluation period.

According to the GNL figures, the average monthly productivity

for the period July 1979 through August 1980 (at which point

data reporting was transferred directly to EASYRIDE) fell

between 2.6 and 3.2. Although individual monthly figures were

generally higher than those reported by GNL, we can assume

(based on EASYRIDE's own driver records) that the GNL service

hour figures are not more than 20% higher than the actual

service hour figures.** Using this guideline, we can estimate

that the average monthly productivity figures for the first

* The incorrectly reported service hour figures were based on
the assumption (by the GNL Company) that all vehicles were
in service for full days every service day, thereby
overstating the number of hours and understating the
productivity.

** GNL reported 10-11 vehicles in service each day. In real-
ity, the daily average was apparently closer to 9 vehicles
per day.
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TABLE 5-6. QUARTERLY TRIP PER VEHICLE HOUR FIGURES*

Quarter
Trips Delivered
per Vehicle Hour Total Trips per Hour**

Jan-Mar 1981 4.45 4.63

Apr-June 1981 4.83 4.97

July-Sept 1981 5.07 5.22

Oct-Dec 1981 5.67 5.09

Jan-Apr 1982 5.33 5.86

*Vehicle hour
**These figures

figures were not available before February 1981.
include no-shows.

half of the evaluation period were probably no higher than

3.8. Thus, the productivities improved considerably over the

course of the evaluation period.*

This improvement can be attributed to several factors:

(1) the installation of two-way radios (in May 1980), which

provided a means to communicate last minute cancellations,

"will calls," and additional trips scheduled that day; (2) the

implementation of the computer system, which allowed improved

efficiency in scheduling trips; and (3) the increase in the

relative percentage of nutrition trips, which generally

involved shared rides and thus tend to be higher productivity

trips than other trips (e.g., medical or recreation trips— see

Section 4.3). This last point has definite implications in

terms of EASYRIDE's future productivity. If EASYRIDE's service

swings more toward Medicaid and other demand-responsive trips,

* Based on the GNL figures, the overall average productivity
for Phase I was 2.15 trips per vehicle-hour.
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the productivity will likely decrease. On the other hand,

through improved efficiency in scheduling these trips, as well

as through limiting trip distances (i.e., generally not trans-

porting passengers north of 40th Street - see Section 3.3),

EASYRIDE may be able to minimize such a decrease.

5.3 REVENUE

As described in Section 3.1, EASYRIDE was supported during

the evaluation period through a combination of grants, service

contracts, contributions, and passenger fares; the different

revenue sources are summarized in Table 5-7.

As can be seen from the Table, the distribution of revenue

sources varied considerably over the course of the

demonstration. In 1978 (i.e., during Phase I) Medicare

reimbursements accounted for 63% of EASYRIDE 's total revenue,

the UMTA Section 6 grant represented 18%, Vera Institute

provided 8%, and various contributions and grants accounted for

the remainder. In the first year of the Phase II evaluation

period (July 1, 1979 - June 30, 1980), Medicare reimbursements

accounted for nearly 60% of EASYRIDE' s revenue, while UMTA

grants (Section 6 and 16(b) (2)) represented nearly 30%;

passenger fares and third party contracts accounted for a very

small proportion of the total revenue for that year.

In the second year (July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981), these

proportions shifted dramatically. No 16(b)(2) funds were

received, and Medicare billings dropped by over 50% from the

previous year (although they still represented 20% of total

revenue). However, these losses were more than made up by the

addition of the Department for the Aging (25% of the total).

Community Development (11%) and UMTA Section 5 (40%) grants, as

well as increases in Medicaid billings (8% of the total), CETA

funds (11%), and private contributions, grants, and fares (8%

combined) . The revenue from the UMTA Section 6 grant increased

as well, but its relative percentage (12%) decreased slightly

from the previous year.
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In the final year of the evaluation period,* funding bur-

den shifted heavily to UMTA (a combined total of 58%), with the

remainder distributed among several other grants and contracts,

as well as contributions and fares. Medicaid and OVR billings

increased slightly (to 10% and 2% of the total, respectively),

as did fare and service contracts (to 3% of the total), while

the DFTA and Community Development grants decreased (to 11% and

10%, respectively). Medicare billings and CETA funding had

both terminated the previous year.

As shown in Table 5-7, the total revenue received by

EASYRIDE during the period between July 1, 1979 and June 30,

1982 was approximately $2,414 ,000. The UMTA Section 6 (SMD)

grant accounted for 17% of this total; this represented the

second highest percentage—Medicare funding accounted for 23%.

EASYRIDE was successful in replacing the Medicare funding,

which ended in mid-1981; the extent to which EASYRIDE can

replace the SMD funds will be key to its continued operation.

(The efforts to secure new funding sources are discussed in

Section 4.7 of this report.)

* Table 5-7 presents revenues through June 1982, despite the
fact that the UMTA demonstration funding was totally expended
by April.
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6 . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The EASYRIDE demonstration operated from June 1977 until

April 1982 (EASYRIDE continued to operate past that point, but

without UMTA SMD funding). A full evaluation of the first two

years of service was prepared in 1979; the evaluation presented

in the preceding chapters covers the period from July 1979

through March 1982. A summary of the most salient accomplish-

ments and features of the project during this period is pres-

ented below, while the following section discusses the most

important findings in terms of transferability to other sites

considering implementing a similar service.

6.1 SUMMARY OF RES ULTS /FINDINGS

6.1.1 Establishment of a Diversified Funding Base

EASYRIDE successfully combined support from a myriad of

grants, service contracts, contributions, and passenger fares

to provide a high quality specialized service to the elderlv

and handicapped of lower Manhattan. The diversity of this sup-

port— from private foundations, as well as local, state, and

federal agencies—enabled EASYRIDE to offer a multiple purpose

service (i.e., with largely unrestricted trip purposes) which

did not have to be limited to particular agencies or persons

eligible for particular funding programs.

The mix of revenue sources and their relative percentages

varied considerably from year to year, as few sources provided

funds during all three years. The UMTA SMD grant was the lar-

gest single source to provide funds in each of the three years

(17% of the three year total) , followed by Medicaid (7%) and

the New York State Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
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(2%). The single largest source, however, was Medicare, which

constituted 23% of the three-year total, despite its termina-

tion in the second year of the evaluation period. The other

major funding sources were UMTA Section 5 (14%) and the New

York City Department for the Aging (13%) .

EASYRIDE's administrative staff devoted a significant

amount of time to attempting to secure those— and other--gr ants

and contracts. EASYRIDE was faced with certain barriers in

obtaining several of the purchase of service contracts (i.e..

Medicare, Department for the Aging, Office of Vocational Reha-

bilitation, and Medicaid); in those particular cases, barriers

were overcome through innovative proposals which resulted in

the funding agencies (or state authorities) modifying their

contracting procedures.

EASYRIDE also worked closely with both the City government

and community organizations in expanding its funding base and

its service area. The commitment of UMTA Section 5 (transit

operating) and Community Development Block Grant funds came

partially as a result of EASYRIDE' s participation in the City's

attenpt to develop a citywide specialized transportation

system. Such a system was never developed, but EASYRIDE im-

pressed City officials and planners with its service and pro-

posals. These funding commitments helped solidify EASYRIDE 's

base of support, which laid the groundwork for the West Side

expansion. EASYRIDE worked closely with the West Side's Inter-

agency Council for the Aging in carrying out the expansion,

which, in fact, followed requests for service in that area from

several elderly organizations.

Overall, EASYRIDE was reasonably successful in its mar-

keting efforts in that it significantly extended its service

catchment area and considerably expanded— and broadened— its

funding base. EASYRIDE was able to offset the loss of two of

its largest funding sources (CETA and Medicare) by procuring

new grants and contracts. As the SMD grant period ended, EASY-

RIDE was very active in seeking new contracts and grants.
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6.1.2 Impacts of West Side Expansion

EASYRIDE provided service predominantly within the Lower

East Side until September 1980, when service was expanded into

the Lower West Side as well; this expansion was undertaken in

response to requests for service in the area from representa-

tives of various agencies and programs representing the elder-

ly. EASYRIDE had begun to register West Side residents consid-

erably before that time, but the full expansion of service was

delayed, primarily by vehicle mechanical problems. As of

August 1980, the West Side registration list totaled 270, and

this number grew to 442 by November. As of the end of the de-

monstration, West Side registration represented 29% of the

total for the entire catchment area (1659).

Demand for service from West Side residents grew slowly

over the first few months, but reached a level of nearly 1400

per month by January 1981. Trips originating in the West Side

reached a peak of nearly 2300 (32% of the total system rider-

ship) in October 1981; in the last full month of the demonstra-

tion (March 1982), West Side ridership amounted to 2110 (27% of

the system total)

.

The West Side expansion exerted a significant impact on

EASYRIDE' s cost-effectiveness: the number (and percentage) of

trips increased substantially, while the total operating cost

did not grow commensu ra tely . Therefore, the operating cost per

trip dropped significantly following the expansion: the aver-

age cost per trip delivered* was $15.36 for the first year of

the evaluation period (July 1979 - June 1980) and $12.93 for

the second year. Once service was allowed to stabilize follow-

ing the expansion— as well as other changes (see Section

6.1.3) — the cost per trip dropped still further; the third year

average was $11.04.

Productivity also improved following the service expan-

sion, although other factors (e.g. the technological improve-

ments and changes in trip purpose patterns) also contributed to

the improvement. Accurate driver service hour data were avail-

*i.e., excluding no-shows.
|

1

!
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able for only the second half of the evaluation period. How-

ever, based on approximations of the first half, the average

number of trips per driver hour rose substantially following

the West Side expansion, and showed steady improvement over the

remainder of the demonstration. The average productivity for

the last quarter of the demonstration was 5.33 trips delivered

per hour. The estimated average productivity for the first

year of the evaluation period (i.e., before the West Side ex-

pansion) was under 3.8 trips per hour.

6.1.3 Impacts of Technological Improvements

EASYRIDE also made two major technological improvements

during the evaluation period: the installation of two-way

radios in the vehicles, and the implementation of a computer-

ized management information system. These improvements combin-

ed with the West Side expansion to exert considerable impact on

EASYRIDE' s productivity, as discussed above. (It was not pos-

sible to isolate the individual impacts of these improvements

within this case study effort, in light of the fact that they

all occurred in the same general time period—mid-to late 1980).

The radios facilitated reductions in the amount of dead-

heading and dead time (i.e., resulting from no-shows), thereby

contributing to higher productivities. The computerization of

the operational and record-keeping procedures contributed to

improved productivity primarily by increasing the efficiency of

the reservation and scheduling processes; the time required to

perform each task was reduced, the nature of informational

storage and retrieval was improved, and the potential for error

was greatly reduced.

In addition to generally improving EASYRIDE' s operation-

al capabilities, the computerization contributed to an improve-

ment in the system's overall cost-effectiveness. Although it

entailed the accrual of substantial data processing charges -

for leasing the hardware and for programming/ development time

the automated system enabled EASYRIDE to undertake a

significant service expansion (i.e., into the West Side) while

adding only one office staff person.
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6. 1.4 Travel Behavior^ Service and Cost Characteristics

During the five years of the UNTTA demonstration, EASYRIDE

evolved from a 10-vehicle system to an 18-vehicle system pro-

viding as many as 7300 trips per month. The average monthly

ridership for the entire evaluation period was 5704; the

average monthly no-show total was 546, and the average monthly

cancellation total was 1036. Monthly ridership exhibited

relatively steady growth until the final two months of the

demonstration, during which time it dropped signi f icantlv. The

average monthly ridership originating in the Lower West Side

represented 17.5% of the total, while trips originating outside

of lower Manhattan represented 9.8%; the remainder originated

in the Lower East Side.

More than half of all trips (54%) were for nutrition pur-

poses, and the monthly proportion of these trips increased over

the course of the project. Trips to hospitals and physicians'

offices each represented 10% of the total ridership. The bulk

of trips (77%) were standing orders, while 22% were demand-

responsive, and only 1% group trips. The high percentage of

standing orders contributed heavily to improving EASYRIDE 's

productivity; as mentioned earlier, the estimated average pro-

ductivity during the first year of the evaluation period was

under 3.8 trips per hour, while the average figure for the last

year was just over 5.0.

EASYRIDE 's total operating costs for the three years cov-

ered by this evaluation were $641,013, $903,069, and $870,016,

respectively. Roughly 23.6% of the three-year total was attri-

butable to direct hourly (i.e., driver-related) costs, 9.3% to

m il eage- rel ated costs, and 67.1% to fixed costs. The relative

percentages of these categories remainded quite steady during

the evaluation period. The average cost per trip for the en-

tire evaluation period was $12.84; including no-shows, this

figure was $11.66. As suggested earlier, these figures de-

creased significantly over the course of the project; the

average figures (excluding no-shows) for the 3 years were

$15.36 (1979-80), $12.93 (1980-81), and $11.04 (1981-82). The

average cost per driver hour (for the latter 14 months of the
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case study period)

to this rather high

lected by the Vera

staff size.

was $54.27. The major factors contributing

figure were the 24-28% overhead costs col-

Institute and the relatively large EASYRIDE

6.2 TRANSFERABILITY OF RESULTS

In examining the results of any demonstration it is impor-

tant to assess the transferability of the results to other lo-

cations. Certain aspects of any system are rather site

specific— and this applies to EASYRIDE perhaps more than most

systons; very few locations feature site characteristics sim-

ilar to those of Manhattan. On the other hand, other aspects--

and lessons--can be applied to many types of systems and set-

tings. The most important transferable findings from the EASY-

RIDE Phase II evaluation can be summarized as follows:

1) A diversified funding base, with minimal trip restric-

tions, allows for flexibility in scheduling trips and promoting

shared- riding . EASYRIDE was able to secure financial support

fron a wide variety of funding sources. The bulk of these

grants and contracts were free of restrictions on trip purpose

and eligibility, which allowed mixing of riders (i.e., for dif-

ferent trip purposes) on vehicles. This enabled development of

a multiple-purpose service, and significantly enhanced EASY-

RIDE' s flexibility in arranging trips; this flexibility was

important in that it allowed for greater shared-riding--and

hence higher productivities— than in a system with restrictive

service contracts.

2) A diversified funding base enhances the capability to

continue operations fron year to year despite changes in fund -

ing availability . In light of the fact that many grants and

contracts are of limited duration— and often cannot be

renewed--it is important for a syston to secure a mix of fund-

ing sources with overlapping funding periods. Furthermore, to

ensure replacement of expiring grants or contracts an aggres-

sive marketing effort is necessary to develop new sources.

3) An automated management information systgn can improve

the management and operation of a service funded by multiple
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sources . Depending on the number of sources from which a spec-

ialized service is receiving funding—and the complexity of

billing and accounting procedures--computer izat ion of these

procedures may be very useful. Automating billing and account-

ing operations improves and simplifies the overall administra-

tion of the service by improving the speed, efficiency, and

accuracy of each procedure. A computerized system also readily

facilitates modifications in billing or accounting procedures

for particular contracts, as well as the addition of new

sources. Finally, a computerized system can also be expanded

to permit automation of other procedures, including registra-

tion, reservations, and scheduling. (Of course, computeriza-

tion can be very expensive, an each specialized service provid-

er must carefully weigh the costs and benefits associated with

it.

)

4) Working closely with community groups can expedite the

introduction or expansion of service into new service areas .

EASYRIDE demonstrated, through the West Side expansion, that

community groups can be extremely helpful in marketing and im-

plementing service in a new service area. In this case, the

West Side Interagency Council identified the target market,

estimated potential demand, assisted in registering prospective

users, and informed member agencies about the nature of the

service being implemented.

5) Many users of specialized transportation services are

quite sensitive to fare increases when they pay their own

fares . When EASYRIDE substantially raised its fares, ridership

dropped significantly and no-shows increased tremendously.

Apparently, many persons chose not to make trips they would

otherwise have made.

6.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the first five years of of its operation, EASYRIDE

evolved from a 10-vehicle system providing under 3000 trips per

month to an 18-vehicle operation providing as many as 7300

trips per month. Originally conceived as a system based on

multiple funding sources, EASYRIDE has successfully secured a
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broad array of grants, service contracts, and private contribu-

tions for a total revenue base in excess of $800,000 per year.

Through aggressive marketing and innovative approaches to de-

veloping service contracts, EASYRIDE was able to replace expir-

ing funding sources and even expand its base of support. In

developing this mix of funding, EASYRIDE was able to offer a

multiple-purpose service with only minimal restrictions on

"mixing" riders.

During the last three years of the UMTA demonstration

period, EASYRIDE instituted three major operational changes.

First, working closely with community organizations, EASYRIDE

expanded its service area into the lower West Side and thereby

increased ridership significantly. At roughly the same time as

the expansion, EASYRIDE automated most of the record-keeping

and scheduling procedures, thereby improving the efficiency and

accuracy of these processes. The third change involved the

installation of two-way radios in all vehicles; this served to

reduce deadheading and vehicle dead time, which contributed to

improved productivity.

Over the course of the demonstration, EASYRIDE provided a

high quality— though also high cost—specialized service that

was valued highly by users, community groups, funding agencies,

and city officials. As the demonstration ended, EASYRIDE was

making renewed efforts to secure new sources of funding so as

to continue to provide this service.*

* As of this writing (July 1983), EASYRIDE continued to provide
service at a level comparable to the final months of the de-
monstration. Through increased revenues from several of its
funding sources (notably, Medicaid, CDBG, DFTA, and UMTA Sec-
tion 5)^ EASYRIDE has been able to provide on the order of
6000 rides per month; the fleet size has expanded to 21, al-
though not all of these vehicles are in use at any one time -

due to a limited number of drivers (the equivalent of approx-
imately 11 full-time positions; EASYRIDE has increased its
reliance on part-time drivers), as well as recurring mechan-
ical problems.
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APPENDIX

EASYRIDE'S ANNUAL EXPENSES
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TABLE A-1. SUMMARY OF EASYRIDE EXPENSES (July 1979 - June 1980)

Direct Mi leage-
Hourly Rela ted

Expense Category Costs Costs Fixed Costs

Personnel
Dr iver s $ 89,077
Reservation Clerks $ 37,332
Schedu le r 16 ,884
Project Manager 27,746
Operations Manager 18 ,180
Secretary and Admin. Asst. 15,989
Assoc. Dir. (Vera Inst.) 8,028
Others 8,540
Fringe Benefits 16 ,327 33,444

Subtotal - Personnel 105,404 166 ,143

Occupancy (Office)
Ren ta 1/Dep rec ia t ion 7 ,165
Maintenance 3,724
Utilities, Heat 6,378
Telephone 9 ,893

Occupancy (Garaqe)
Deprec ia tion 7 ,220
Real Estate Taxes 0

Repairs and Maintenance 0

Rent 0

Utilities, Heat 0

Subtotal - Occupancy 34,380

Transportation Costs
Vehicle Depreciation
Fuel 20,156

42,513

Repairs and Maintenance
Insurance

25 ,299
42,813

Misc. Vehicle Expenses
Provision for Major Repairs

2,541
0

Subtotal - Transportation 47,996 85,326
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TABLE A-1. SUMMARY OF EASYRIDE EXPENSES (July 1979 - June 1980)
(CONTINUED)

Direct Mi leage-
Hourly Related

Expense Category Costs Costs Fixed Costs

Other General Costs
Data Processing $ 32,930
T r av e 1 1 ,195
Office Supplies and Postage 1,732
Reproduction and Printing 4,729
Equ ipmen

t

1,031
Depreciation of Improve-
ments and Equipment 3,060

Insurance 0

Program Development 0

Start-Up Costs
(amortization) 1,927

Other Expenses 2,151

Subtotal - Other 48,755

Total Direct Costs 105,404 47 ,996 334,604

Indirect Costs 27 ,405 12,479 86 ,997

Total Costs $132,809 $ 60,475 $421,601

Grand Total $614,885
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TABLE A-2. SUMMARY OF EASYRIDE EXPENSES (July 1980 - June 1981)

Direct Mileage-
Hourly Related

Expense Category Costs Costs Fixed Costs

Personnel
Drivers 5^146 ,979
Reservation Clerks $ 50,005
Scheduler 26,826
Project Manager 32,426
Operations Manager 25,035
Secretary and Admin. Asst. 19,010
Assoc. Dir. (Vera Inst.) 7,032
Others 31,370
Fringe Benefits 28,549 53,094

Subtotal - Personnel 175,528 244,798

Occupancy (Office)
Rental/Deprec iation 6,867
Maintenance 0

Utilities, Heat 3,584
Telephone 10,495

Occupancy (Garage)
Depreciation 7 ,220
Real Estate Taxes 0

Repairs and Maintenance 3,971
Rent 16 ,000
Utilities, Heat 2,375

Subtotal - Occupancy 50 ,512

Transportation Costs
Vehicle Depreciation
Fuel 46,626

54,834

Repairs and Maintenance
Insurance

21,652
24,470

Misc. Vehicle Expenses
Provision for Major Repairs

3,448
8,000

Subtotal - Transportation 71,726 87,304
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TABLE A- 2. SUMMARY OF EASYRIDE EXPENSES (July 1980 - June 1981)
(CONTINUED)

Direct Mileage-
Hourly Related

Expense Category Costs Costs Fixed Costs

Other General Costs
Data Processing $ 60,938
Travel 1,241
Office Supplies and Postage 8,001
Reproduction and Printing 5,244
Equ ipmen

t

2,845
Depreciation of Improve-
ments and Equipment 5,034

Insurance 0

Program Development 1,727
Start-Up Costs

(amortization) 1,928
Other Expenses 3,713

Subtotal - Other 90,671

Total Direct Costs 175 ,528 71,726 473,285

Indirect Costs 45,637 18 ,649 123,054

Total Costs $221,165 $ 90,375 $596,339

Grand Total $907 ,879
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TABLE A-3. SUMMARY OF EASYRIDE EXPENSES (July 1981 - June 1982)

Direct Mi leage-
hourly Rela ted

Expense Category Costs Costs Fixed Costs

Per sonnel
Dr iver s

Reservation Clerks
$140,045

$ 44,082
Scheduler 37 ,258
Project Manager 35,874
Operations Manager 29 ,044
Secretary and Admin. Asst. 20 ,123
Assoc. Dir. (Vera Inst.) 7 ,053
Others 41,903
Fringe Benefits 34,788 54,411

Subtotal - Personnel 174,833 269 ,748

Occupancy (Office)
Ren ta 1/Dep rec ia t ion 13 ,319
Maintenance 1,952
Utilities, Heat 6,446
Telephone 12,545

Occupancy (Garaqe)
Deprec ia tion 7,220
Real Estate Taxes 0

Repairs and Maintenance 1,034
Rent 18,000
Utilities, Heat 1,274

Subtotal - Occupancy 61,790

Transportation Costs
Vehicle Depreciation
Fuel 46 ,386

40,808

Repairs and Maintenance
Insurance

13,934
19,794

Misc. Vehicle Expenses 2,492
Provision for Major Repairs 6,382

Subtotal - Transportation 60,320 69,476
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TABLE A-3. SUMMARY OF EASYRIDE
(CONTINUED)

EXPENSES (July 1981 - June 1982)

Direct Mi leage-
Hourly Related

Expense Category Costs Costs Fixed Costs

Other General Costs
Data Processing
Travel
Office Supplies and Postage
Reproduction and Printing
Equipment
Depreciation of Improve-

ments and Equipment
Insurance
Program Development
Start-Up Costs

(amortization)
Other Expenses

5 43,978
695

2,101
6,475

794

4,866
444

0

1,932
7,671

Subtotal - Other 68,956

Total Direct Costs 174,833 60,320 469 ,970

Indirect Costs 41,960 14,477 112,793

Total Costs $216 ,793 $ 74,797 $582,763

Grand Total $874,353
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